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SUMMARY (i )

Tlris thesis describes the development and preliminary

use of an apparatus designed to measure b¡anching ratios and

relative partial crtrss-Eections for photoisnizing prtrtresses as a

function of uavelength by using the technique of photoelectron

spectroscopv. 0f particular interest r¡as the ability of this
apparatus to measurg the strengths of transitions to víbrational
states of the ion at autoionizing reE¡onantres. Such results could

then be used to test theo¡etical descrlptions ofl autnionization.

The choice of the aralyser to take these measursnents

uas i'nportant. The light scurce used uas a Hinteregger larnp

coupled ts a 1 metre monoch¡smator and because sf the lor¡ intensity
sf this dispersed continuun light source, an analyser r¡ith a large

eallecting aperture üJaE needed. It uas aLso imprrtant ts select

an analyser Lrhich is highly stable over long data oollecting periods

as uell as having an easily calibrated efficie¡cy functi.on. A

hemispherical retardj-ng grid analyser has these characteristics and

so Lras used fsr this project. The rescluti¡n of the analyser uas

better than 100 mev (actualry 3o mev at 5 ev or 45 mev at 9 eV) and

su the vibrational levels of diatomic mnlecules LJere able to be

separated-

lJsing this analyser, photoelectrsn spectra of Xenon,

Argon and Hryptsn uere recorded using rediatisn of uravelengths

5g'4 and'73-6nm, Nitregen at 58.4nm and Oxygen at 58,4nm and on the

J autoionizing levels betr¡een 85 and g0nin.

To analyse these spectra,' ã crlrve-fitting prograr üJas

uritte¡ but it uas not completely deveroped at the conclusion of
the prnject. rnstead, the resurts uere anarysed by hand; a methsd

r,¡hich shot,Jel the potential of the system, ,



(ii )
ldithin the accuracy of the method, the resulte shsù¡ed

$rod agreetnent r¡ith sthe¡ experimental data, ürhere availahle- The

preriminary analysis brought to light some impravønents to the

equipment r¡hich need ts be made as uell as msdifications to avercsme

strme difficulties experie¡ced in using the curvefitting progrEÍ¡.



(iii )

PREFACE

This thesie contains no material r,¡hich has

been accepted for the auard of any other degree or diploma

in any University. To the best sf the authorrs knsùrledge and

bellef it csntains no material previorrsly publlshed or

urÍtten by anather perstrnf extrept r¡here due refexentre is made

in the text.

J.M. Huttont

June' 1981.
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EHAPTER 1 INTRT]DI-JETIBN

I. 1 PHETOELEETRON SFEETRT]SOI]PV

1.1.1 Fhotoionization

If, uhen an atom or molecule absorbs a photon an

electron is ejected, it is said to have been been photoionized and

it is left in an ionic state. In order to tronserve momentum in the

reaction, virtually all the kinetic energy is carried arrray by the

less massive photoelectron and so the kinetic energy of the ion can

be neglected. This then gives, by the etrnservation of energy, the

relation

hv - I.P. = [ ...(1)
uhere v is the frequentry of the incident photon, I.F. denotes the

minimum energy required to remove the electron from a particular

bound state (ie. the ionization potential), and the kinetic energy

of the electron is V.

The study of the kinetic energy of these photoelectrons

is knor¡n as photoelectron spectroscopy (FES). ldork in this field
uas first described by UILESOU, IIURBAT0V and TERENIN (1lg11), uho

studied electron energies as a function of uavelength for organic

compounds at uavelengths greater than 105nm. Independently TURNER

and AL-J0BURY (1962) reported on measurements of photoelectrons of

different gases at the HeI rescnance line at 58.4nn.

1.1.2 lJses of Photoelectrnn SpectroscoEv

From equation (1)rit can t¡e seen that the measurement of

kinetic energies of the phoi;oelectrons can be used to dete¡rine the

ianization potentials of atnrnÍc or molecular states if the photon

energy is knoun. Isnizatinn potentials from threshold techniques

such as the convergentre of Rydberg series in absorptinn spentra are

often difficult to obtain or are j-naccurate because the spectra

are trtrmpl-icated by overlap of vibronic structure, ionization to



2.
vibrationally and rotationally extrited states and by the presence

of features due ttr autoionizatitrn. MeasLrrementg ¡f icnization

potentials by photoelectron spectroetrtrpV are not hindered by these

prtrblems.

Ionization Fotentials can be thought of as the negative

of the molecular trrbital energies or eigenvalues. This assunption,

is in essentre, Koopmanrs theorem. Thus the technique of PES allor¡s

measurernent of a quantity rrrhich is directly comparable uith theory

and so results in a better understanding of the molecule. PES is

particularly important in the determination of information about

inner orbitals, especially in polyatomic molecules, uhich is not

available by conventional spectroscoFy. Much PES r¡ork is carried

out by chemists r¡ho use the technique as a tool in their understand-

ing of atomic and molecular bonding, as uell as in qualitative

analysis. BAHER et aI( 1972), in their revieu book, present many

examples of the application of PES particularly in chemistry.

Photcrelectron spectroscopy has al-so been used in the

measurement of partial photoionization cross-sections as a function

of uavelength. BLAHE and CARVER (1967) r¡rere the first to use FES to

distinguish betueen the various competing prEcesses r¡hich occur r¡hen

photoionization takes place in gases. More accurate r¡ork in the

same department has since been done (eg. EAHR et al., 1972).

0f particular interest to the author is the use of PES

to measure intensities of transitions from one electronic state tn

different vibrational levels of another electronic state (see, for

example, a revier¡ article by NATALIS, 1976). FES is invaluable in

being able to measure these vibrational intensities at various urave-

Iengths, particularly those at uhich autoionization takes p1ace.

Eomparison r¡.¡ith theory can again add to our understanding of atoms

and molecules.

From the brief description given here, it can be seen
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that PES is very important in the investigation of the interaction

of electromagnetic radiation r¡ith matter as r¡e1l as the internal
structure of molecules and atoms. A more detailed description of

the principles and uses of FES is given in a revieu article by BAHR

(1973> as urell as other general papers and bsoks (eg. BAKER and

EETTERTDGE' 1972; EASTMAN and NATHAN, 1975; ELAND, 1974¡ FROsr, 19?4;

SEVTER , 1972).

Finally, some comments about the r¡avelength of the

radiation used is necessary. PES has been developed through tr,lo

main branches depending on the uavelength of the radiation used to

produce the photoelectrons. D. bJ. Tulner is considered to be the

pioneer of r¡ork r¡ith u.v. photons uhereas ll. Siegbahn has used

mainry x-rays. Both have r¡ritten books r¡hich provide detailed

revi-eus in their fields (TURNER et aIr 197t; SIEEEAHN et aI, 1969).
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1.2 MOLEEULAR SPEETROSEOPY

1.2.1 Intrnductisn

In addition to transitions betueen electronic statest

molecular spectra are made more complex by transitisns betueen

various vibrational and rotational states. Uf main interest to this

thesis are transitions fflrm the lorr:est vibratianal level of the

ground electrsnic state of diatornic msl-ecules ts different viþrational

levels of highly excited electronic states and the decay of these

states by autoionízation, This section ofl the thesis t¡iIl thus losk

briefly at the theory of vibrational spectra ofl diatsmic molecules

and provide theoretical factors r¡hich can be compared directly uith

experi-mental results.

1.2-Z Quantum mechanics and Spectrostrstrv

Spectra ¡f atoms and molecules can be used to experi-

nentally test theoretical descriptions cf their structure. Any"

theory must at the very least be able tn predict the uavelengths,

and hence energy, of photons gnitted by or absorbed by atsms sr

molecules, ClassÍcal theory uas nst able to explain the discrete

line spectra shsurn by atoms and the Bohr model of the atem uas

inadequate to descrihe the spectra of atoms other than hyCrEQEr-rr

Quanturn mechanics or uJave mechanics, in r¡hich a uave mtrtinn is

associated r¡ith an atnmitr trr mslecular systan, is nou.r the accepted

theory.

The fundamental equation of motion of quantr-un mechani-cs

is the Schroedinger equation- For the mstion of a sinqle mass point

of mass m the equation is

339 + ð'!- + a'ry + 4n2ql( E-t/) =o .-'(2a)
ax' ðy. ðz¿ h¿
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Ja

urhere ü is the amplitude of the r¡rave motion

V is the potential energy of the mass point

E = hv is the total energy of the mass Ftrint

v is the frequentry of the ulave motion.

This equation is, in generalronly soluble for certain definite
values of E knouln as eigenvalues. These values trf E agree uith
experimental results if suitable potential energy values are used.

Another uay of uriting equation (Za) i-s

H r¡ (r) = E rp (n) ...(2b)
uhere tl = nzJ' r V(r):-o

B. II,-M

and H is knoun as the Hamiltonian or energy operator.

1.2.3 The Eorn-Oppenheimer Approximation

The Schroedinger equation for a diatomic molecule can

be r¡ritten:

ti, vit z co-ordinates of electrons

+ (E-v) o

...(3)

of nucleus j

(192?) have shor¡n that for most

xI
m

v.?
I {., + l1v2rl,

m,l
8IT2

-h¿

,1, n(.rrX¡r Vj,

the equations

where V.2 = à2 + ¿2 + 'ò2
1 a". 2 ;,2 ðLz

I -I I

m = mass of electrons

I

m.
J

= mass of nucleus j

Vjr zj = tro-ordinates

BDRN and 0FPENHEIMER

can be resol-ved as

= q., e(...Xi, Vi, =i)

tn are solutions to

z ) ...(4)j"'

.. (s)

cases {.'

ú

l¡Jhere

*jt

'! and'e

1 t v.2
Iml-

+
dr'nl

T

m,
l

5.

tJ,e + ú (B
h2

v ){L=

2

V 0
and V

811.2

h'
(P

el

Eel n

0

)tl'h = ...(6)
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Equation (5) represents the Schoedinget equatisn for

the electrons meving in the field of the fi-xed nuclei rrrith potential

energv V= and as R, the internuclear distence, varies, V" and there-

fore the eigenfunction ú 
" 

and the eigenvalues E", also vary.

Equatlon (6) Is the Schroedinger equatlon fs¡ the nuclei moving

under the potential (Vn + E"r) r,rhere Vn is the E¡u1smb potential

sf the nuclei.

Eorn and Oppenheimer have shoun that the Schrsedinger

equation for the r¡hsle moler:ule is satisfied onlv if
Xlzãrþãrü + ãillãilr + Ad,âül + ürV.2ilr\
- l_ 'e 'n 'e _n 'e _n n I el
J l*.âx.ðx. ðv.3v. ò2.ð2. I

'---l J f -l -l I I f
can be neglected.

This r¡ill hsld if the variation of ú uith inter-o

nuclear di.stance R is sufficiently slo¡¡¡ so that te¡r¡s such as
âÚ 

" and higher srder derivatives can be ignored. It can Þe
âxi

assr¡ied that these tran he ignored because the peried of electronic

moti¡n is approximately 1O0 times faster than the perisd for the

vibration of the nuclEUS¡ Thus the use of (E", + Vn) as the potential

energy fsr the mstion sf the nuclei is justified and equation (4)

is valid in the above approximation. In cther uords, the electronic

and nuclear mstions tran be treated separately due tn the large

difference bet¡¡een the elect¡onic and nuclear masses¡

The nuclear motion, that of a vtbrating rotator in a

potential l,lel1 sf the energy (pstential and ki-netic) of the elect¡sns

and the coulomb energy of the nucleus, may be further separated to

a good approximationt inta its vibrational anrl roiational components.

Hence the total energy E of the molecule may be csnsidered as

E=E +E +EEVI

uhere E" represents the electrsnic energy

Eu represents the vibratinnal energv

E" represents the rotational energy
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The difference betueen E¡uccessive 1) E= values is of

the order of 1 eV 2) Eu values is approximately 0.1 eV and 3) E"

values about 0.001 eV. In photoelectron spectroscopy rotatianal

motion is beyond the resolution of most photoelectron spectro-

meters.

1.2.4 The Franck-Eondon Principle

As mentioned earlier, photoelectron spectrostropy can

be used to measure the relative intensities of transititrns betLreen

the ground state of the rnolecule and various vibrational states of

the ion. Quantun mechanics can be used to derive these intensities

theoretically and hence a direct comparison Ean be made betueen

theory and experiment.

To determine these intenslties, use is made of the

Franck-Condon princÍpIe r¡hich states that rtan electronic transition

takes place so rapidly that a vibrating molecule does not change its
internuclear distance and nuclear velocities appreciably during the

transitiot-¡ir. Elassicallyrthe most j-ntense vibrational transitions

uill be the ones represented by vertical lines on a potential

energy curve of a molecule. Figure 1.1 shor¡s an example of this

idea.

The quantr-rn mechanical derivation of the most intense

transition is a little more complex.

Using time-dependent perturbation theory, it can þe

shor,.rn (qg. PAULING and [rJILS0N, 193Ð that the intensity of a

transition, caused by electromagnetlc ¡adiation, betueen states n and

m depends on the square of the magnitude of the vector quantities

Rlt. Tnese ìnm are the matrix elements of the electric dipole

ñt* = /úrr*' ü {,*"a3o ...(?)
uhere the integrals a¡e to be taken over the r¡hoIe configuration

sFace of the 3N co-ordinates and
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ü = r a, ?, ...(B)
1

uhere Q, is the charge on the ith particle uhose position is ir.
If the matrix element Ënm is different from zero for

tuo states n and m, the states combine uith each other u¡ith a

certain probabiÌity of ernission or absorption of radiation; if it is

zerorthe transition is forbidden as a dipole transition.

Using the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, the urave

function of a molecule can be r¡ritten as a prtrduct of the electronic,

vibrational and rotational r¡ave functions. For such a molecule,

the dipole moment can Þe factorized to obtain the expression

È = /ú.r,i.{*lüv,,dR/úr,D(a).i.,r,,d4 ...(g)
uhere ú is the vibrational uave functionv

r, is the rotational ¡ uave functisn'r
Ë"Cn ) is the electronic dipole transitisn moment in the

moleculal frame.

R represents the nuclear separation

D( n ) is a tensor transforming the electronic dipole mament

from the molecular frame to the laboratory frame.

È" can be replaced by 4 -" average value over R for a given

transition. Thus equation (9) becomes
++*
R = Ru .f rlu , úu,, dR ,rr¡,^ , D(n)çr,,dn

* ... ( '10)

The part /tr, *D (tì) trr,,de is related ta rotational

transitions and is of no relevance in photoerectron spectroscopy.

The interesting part -fri,rr,rfrr,,dR is knoun as the over-

Iap integral or Franck-Eondon amplitutle and the square af this
overlap integral is kntrüJn as tl-re Franck-Eondon factor Qyru,r for
the transition betr¡een vlbratlonal levels vr and vrr. Thus

9y,u.,, = (/üo,,*,lrrr,,u*, ..(11)

It can then be seen from equation ( 10) and remembering

that the intensity of a transitÍon depends on the sguare or Rl that

the intensity for the t¡ansition hetueen vibrational Ievels vr and

vrr is directly propo¡tional to 4urur,. Thus, using the assumption
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thãt de varies slouly uith R, the final expression for the intensity
af a vi-bratisnal transition is

*)
I - go.,u,,, or I a (/úv, Vv,,dR)- u..(12)

Hence the msst prohable transitj-on is the one r¡hich corresponds

ta tuo states üJhose eigenflunctÍons have rnaxirnum overlap.

As r¡eIl as this factor, the actual sþserved intensity
distributicn ùriI1 obviously depend nn the population of the molecules

in the initial state. Fsr vibrationar levers, tlris is given by the

expression

N(E) ,æ exp (-VkT) ,,.( 1J)

r¡here N(E) is the nurnber of malecules of energy E

k ls Boltzmanrs csnstant

T is the temperature ufl the molecules

At rosm tenperature, kT is the order of i x 10-2 eV

and the energv of the first vihrational level is of the order sf
4

10-' eV' Thus it can be seen that most ofl the mslecules are in the

vrr = 0 state at ¡oom tanperaturer

Ta compare the predictions sf the quantun mechanical

theory ulith that ufl classical mechanics, consider the case shsun in

Fig- 1-1. Elassical mechancis predicts that the vertical transition,
i.e' fttr[l vrr = E to vt - 6r is expected to be the msst intense, The

eigenfunction sf the vrr = 0 state has its maximun value at the

nuclear separatitrn iltrresponding to the potential minimr¡n and the

eigenfunctisns fq¡ the higher viþratisnal level-s have maximum values

near the classical turning point^ The overlap integral rrrill hence

be greatest for the vrr= 0 to vr= 6 transitiun urhich agrees

qualitatively uith the classical prediction.

1.2-5 Potential enerov trurves

To calculate the Franck-Condon factors for va¡isus

transitions it is necessarv to knor¡n the uave functions for the
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5
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1
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vt- O

Fig.1.1 " PotentÍal r'rell diagnam shor¡ing the most intense

vibrational transition.
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vibrational leveIs of the varitrus electronic states of the molecule

and ion. Before the uave functions Dan be calculatedrthe potential

energy curves of the electronic state5 m.ust be knoun in order to

solve equations (5) and (6).

One method of obtaining these potentials curves is to

assume the varidity of strme emFiricar curvE such as given by the

Morse (M0RSEr 1929), the Hulbert-Hirschfelder (HULBERT and HIRSEH-

FELDER, 1941) or the Lippincott (LIPFINBOTT, 195Ð functions and

obtain the parameters for the curve frorn spectroscopic data. STEELE,

LIppINcoTT and VANDERSLIEE ( 19sz) gave a comparative study cf these

empirical internuclear potential functions as rrjell as a brief
description of and comparison r¡ith the Dunham (DUNHAM, ig3z) and

RHR (RYDEERG 1931, 1933; HLETN, 1932; REES, 194?) methods of deter-

mining potentials. Either of these methods can be used uhen

spectroscopic data is available over a r¡ide range of energy levels.

In his method of obtaining potentlal energy curves for
the bound states of diatomic molecules, Dunham used the UtlB method

to shor¡ that the energy levels have the forrn

aurj = Ì å Vh (v + /2¡1 ¡m (J + 1)m ...(14)

r¡here I and m are summation indices and v and J are the vibraiional
and rotational quantun numbers respectively and uhere the vr,n are

coefficents r¡hich can be determined from the experj¡nental

rotational and vibrational leve1s. If the potential is assumed to

be of the form v = uo,Ë,'fr* u,t{) + urff) + j +

uhere ar =r-re,

^Ar
ta

then

B.J(J * r) I"l
+ ¡(tt2 -'r

e
the arrs can

+r{r3 * 
]

be related to

.. " 
('15)

V le
lm

i

the

since the Yrrts are determined from the experimentar data, the

potential energy function based on this data can be calculated

from equation (f5 ). The most serious drar¡back of the Dunham

method is that it diverges as the energy approaches the dissociation

limit and hence must þe used r¡ith care at higher vibration aI levels.
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Perhaps the most satisfactory method for generating

potential energy cutves from the experimental data is the RllR method.

This method is based on a first order trJHB approximation and involves

the solution sf the tr¡o Hlein integral equations:-

f(u¡ = d/{u - E(I,K) }''"d1. ...(15)
g(u) = a¡rtffrl(u - E(t,r)-"jdr ...(j?)

uhere U is the potential energy for r¡hich the turning points are

required (Note:- U = U(r))

ð, = I/ Ztt (2ù\

u = reduced mass of the molecule

I =h(v+þ)
v = vibrational quantum number

Ir = value of I r¡hen V = E ie" value of I for r¡hich integrand

vanishes

E(Irll) = vibrational - rotational energy leveIs
tK=h'J(J+1)

Snzu
J = rctational quantum number

For the rotationless state of the molecute (J =0) r

a change of variahle I to the vibrational quantum nunber v gives:-
tu = cr/{e(v) - G(v,)}-%dv, ...(18)
gr, = l/cr/ta(v')(G(v) - G(v')Ì-t'dv, .."(19)

uhere Et = (n/e nzqr{"

E(v) and E(v) are the conventional expressions for the

vibrational energy and the rotational constant

(E0x0N, 1971; TELLTNGHUTSEN, 1g?z). The turning points of the motion

rmax, Tmin can then be obtained from

"ru* =(f/g+rzlh +r ...(zB)
min

Rydberg had previously solved similar equations by

graphical methods. Klein solved these equations numerically but the

Process uas fairly laborious and considerable care had to be taken
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Rees pointed out that equations ( 16), (1?) and (20) can

be readily soLved fsr f and q if E(I'H) can be expressed as a

quadratic in l=h(v + ,¡1,

DE(rrll)= r"(v+/z) ogx 
"(v+yù'- 

a"(v+lùJ(J+ 1)

+ E"J(J + 1) + o¡Z(J + l)z + 'r.r -..(zi)
uhere (t¡^,r,r^x- ¡d¡..ptc. are ctrnsìtants. [JsuaIIy E(Irt{) cannot bee e e'
expressed over the uhole experimental range by such an expressi.on,

but it can be exFressed as a quadratic over different regions str

that the entire range can be cuvered by a seri-es of quadratlcs.

Rees also considered the case u¡here E(Irll) can be expressed as a

cuhic in r but the carcuratisns are much mtrre diffrcurt and

Iabsriou.s. The sutrtress of this method depends sn the accuracy of
the second anharmoniclty constant , 

"y. 
and these values a¡e

usually not very reliable.
VANDERSLIEE, MA50N, MAISEH and LIPFINEETT ( 1959)

compared the RydberE-ll1-ein graphicaVnt¡neri-cal procedure uith the

Rees analytical modificatisn. They fsund that for H, the Rees

'nodification sf the Rydberg-lllein methsd generates results r¡hich

agree uithin the limits of actruratry sfl the 1atter.
Since the RllR methsd is a seni-classical one, the

possibility exists that the results fo¡ the lar¡er vihratianal levels
could be unreliaþle. VANDERSLTEE et aI ( 1?5g) calculatec the

potential curve of H, in the vicinity of the mini¡num by the Dunham

method r¡hich is knsuJn to þe accurate in this region. The results

urere in good agreenent uith thsse calcurated by the RHR method.

In flactr JARMAIN ( 196U) and HURLEY (1962) have shoun that the tr¡o
methods are equivarent fnr the louer vibratisnal enelgy levers.

Both methods are LJHB methods and hence semi-classical and so it is
surprising that either describes the potentlal energy curve suctress-

furly at the mini¡nurn, Ttre fact that bath rnethods do give good
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results there may be explained by the fact that, in this region,

the curve is very similar to the potential energy curve of an

harmonic oscillator. The energy levels of the harmonic oscillator
as calculated using the LJIIB approximation are exatrtly the same as

those given by quantr¡n mechanics' and therein lies the success of

the tulo methods at 1or¡ vibrational energies.

It is r¡srth considering the relative merits of the

RllR and Dunham methods. The Dunham method assures a porynomiar

lepresentation of the potential energy trurve around the minifiurno

since such an expansion cannot tronverge at very large values of
R(internuclear separation), this method must fair for the higher

vibrational levels even though it is accurate for the lou¡er IeveIs.

Thus this method has basically the same disadvantage as arl the

othe¡ methods r¡hich assume an algebraic form for the potential

energy trulve.

The main disadvantage of the RtlR method is that the

potentiar energy curve can be const¡ucted onJ-y in the region for
t¡hich sufficient spectroscopic data exists and its accuracy depends

on the actruratry of the experimental_ results.

Many different methods have been derived for evaluating

the Hlein equation+t¡Jith the increase in the use of cornputers, the

integrations do not present the prabrems they did in the past.

Nevertheleslmuch r¡ork has been done to devise methods r¡hich get

around the problems involved r¡hen the integrand is zero as LJÉ.1I as

attempts to simplify the calculations (srNcH and JAIN (1¡96Ð;

UJEISSMAN' VANDERSLICE and BATTIN0, (196Ð; RIEHARDS and BARRUId, (19G4);

zARE' ( 1964)¡ EILMORE , (1965); SPTNDLER, ( 19G5); ZELESNilI, ( 1965);

EoxoN, (19?1)).
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1.2.6 EomFarison sf Ealculated Franck-Eondsn Factsrs

Fsr this thesis, an available computer Fltrgran

(GARDNER, ß7A) uas used to calculate Franck-Eondsn factors for

transitisns in D, from RtlR potential-s- This prsgran used the

method af IJEISSMAN et aL (1963) to evaluate the potential EnerEy

trurve for energy leveIs fsr uhich v s3 and the method of RIEI-IARDS

and BARROId (1964) for the hlgher viþrational leve1s- The spectros-

copic data (E(v) and B(v) values) used ürEre thsse compiled by

LIALLAEE C19G?). Eardner used the subroutine sf ZARE and 0ASHIUN

C196Ð based on the method of EUULEY ( 1961) tu solve the Schroed5.nger

equation and hence ts find the Franck-Eondon facto¡s for ionizing

transitions in N2r NEr t'* EE and Hr,

The Franck-Eundan facto¡s uf greatest interest ts this

thesis are thnse for the transitions Orx3ro-(v" = 0) + Or*Xz nn

(v' = 0,1,2,...) as uell as from the J ="ti"= sf autoionlzing

levels ts Or+X2nn(v' = 0,L,2,.. . ).

Table 1.1 shsus the variation in Franck-Dondsn factors

using different potential energv curves for the fonner Lransitions.

It can be seen that the maxirnum difference þetueen RHR (GARDNER)

and RHR (ALERITTDN) is absut 7%, The experimental errtrrs¡ at these

higher vibratisnal levels csuld be at least as big, and so it dses

nnt seeTn c¡itical as to r¡hich potential enelgy trurve is used, In

fact the Morse potential is quite adeqrrate for mast purposes, Fsr

urork in this thesls7 it uas decided ts u,ee the Franck-Esndon factsrs

of ALBRITTUN et al from IIRUPENIE (1972)-
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TABLE 1.1

Eomparison of calculated Franck-Eondon Factors for Transitions

ozx -(v'r = 0) to 0. 
+

2 q
(vl - 0r 1....)

RHR
c) Mot==b)

2X¡x
3

i)

a)

b)

c)

vr

q

RlIR
a)

8.1819
8.3613

o.2936
o.1268
o.D315

0.0045

0.8004

RIIR
b)

o.1826
o.3613

o.2936
tr.1266
o.8312_

0.0044

0.8003

0.1884
o.3645
8.2901
o.122?

0.0298
0.0042

0.0083

tr.1432
o.3592
8.2925
o.127A

tr.0323

0.0047

0.0804

Mo"="b)

u

1

2

3

4

5

6

ii) % difference u¡hen compared to RHR

vr RKRa) RHRb)

c)

2ÈO1240/).J n J.t,lo

o.9 % tr.g %

1.2 % 1.2 %

3.3 % 3.2 %

5.'7 % 4"7 %

7.1 % 4.8 %

not enough significant figure

EARDNER ( 1970)

ASUNDI and RAMAEHANDARA0 ( 1969)

ALBRITTUN et a1 from HRUPENIE (1972)

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

2.A %

1.5 %

tr.B yo

4.2 %

8.4 %

11.9 yo
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1.3 AUTI]II]NIZATION

1.3.1 Introduction

Excitation of an electron other than the most loosely

bound one, or simultaneous excitation of tr¡o electrons, mav result

in a set of discrete states r¡hich extend above the normal ionizatlon

threshold. Thus tr¡o different rrstatesrr of the atom or molecule

(one of r¡hich is a continuun state) may have the same energy. A

mixing of the eigenfunctions of the tr¡o states ¡¡iII octrur and so

the true state is an hybrid. Part of the time the system is in

the discrete state, part of the time it is in the csntinuum state.

Houever, once the system enters the continuurn state, ionization

trctrurs and the systøn cannot retuln to the discrete state. Thus a

radiationless transition otrcurs from the discrete state into the

continuun state. This Frotress is knou¡n as autoionization.

Electronic states of atoms and molecules are usually

classified as Þelonging to various configurations, according to the

independent particle approxirnation. Dne such approximation is the

central field approximation, rrrhich assurnes that each of the electrons

moves i-n a spherically symmetric potential energy that is produced

by the nucleus and the avelage effect of aII the other electrons

(see eg. SEHIFF, 1955). Each electron is then classified by its
quantun nt¡nbers n and I and the configuration of the atom or molecule

is given by the listing of the quantum numbers of all the electrons.

Uhen qther terms in the Hamiltonian (see equation (2b))

thata¡e disregarded in the lndependent particle approximation are nouJ

included, the actual stationary states maV be represented as super-

positions of otates uhich are I'mixedrt by the I'configuration inter-
actionrr. The mixing of a configuration belonging to a discrete

spectrum uith continuum configuration gives rise to the pheromenon

of auto-ionization.
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In the central-field approximation, if an inner electron

is excited ts a state uhich lies above the ionization threshold for

a more }oosely þound electron, the atom or molecule remains in this

configuration. Ulith the introduction of other terms in the

Hamiltonian due to q€. the instantaneous interelectronic interaction,

this state then becomes a mixture of the discrete state and the

continuun. The discrete state is no lonqer stable but exists for a

short time before decaying by emission of an electron accompanied

by an internal rearrangement of the system leaving þehind an ion.

This process is knoun as autoii.onization.

1.3.2 An example of Autoionization

To illustrate the above description of auto-ionization,

it is convenient to use the He1iun atom as an example. Using the

central field approximation, for such a tuo electron system there

uilI be a set of configurations

(1s)¿, (1s) (zs), (1s) (3s)r....(1s)(E"s)
(1s) (2p), (1s) (3p), ....(ts)(E"R)

in uhich one electron is ail,lays in the ground ( 1s) orbital and

(E"s)r (E"R) ...denote continuu¡n orbitals of positive energy E" and

orbital angular momentun numbers 0, 1.....
In addition to this set, there r¡i]1 be others in r¡hich

both electrons are excited. For examplerthere is the set hased on 2s

(zs)Z, (2s) (3s)r....(2s) (E"s),

(2s) (2p), ....(2s) (E"p)r

and on 2p

1sn1...I
stat es

...IIS

( 2p) , (2p)

Qp)

(3p),

(3s),
."..(2p) (E"R)

....(zp) (E"s)

and so 0n.

2

...IIP
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The actual situatlsn in Heliun is illustrated in Fig. 1-2.

Eorresponding to each single electron urbital (nI) there exists a

Rydberg series of states ctrnverglng to a limit. Above this limit
the se¡ies becsmes a continuum.

The important point for present purposes is that the

energy of any sf the doubly excited configurations uill coincide

r¡ith that of a msnber of the singly excited set in uhich the

excited orbital (Er) is one of the csntinuLrn. For example, the
Dstate (2s)' resides in the csntinuLm of the series of states 1snl.

Thus the energy trf the ( }s)Z state is the same as that of tire systern

of a helirun ion (He++ ( 1s)) r¡ith a free electrsn of particul-ar energv.

If the effect of inter-el-ectronic repulsj.sn is nsùr

consideredn the (Zs)Z state is no longer stable i,e, it is nst an

eigenfuncticn of the tutal Harniltonian H = HE + Htr uhere HO is the

Hamiltonian due ta the central field approximatisn and Hr is the

Hamiltonian due to the perterbatian of the states hy interelectronic

repulsion. The state ulil-I thus decay uith a certain lifetime into

the csntinuun. This lifetime ís dete¡nined by the strength of the

interaction sf the discrete state r¡Ith the csntinuun of ove¡lapping

energy.

1-3.3 Theories sf Autoionization

The problem that the auto-ionization thecreticians

face is prcducing a theory r,lhich deals ¡¡ith the efflects of

configuraticn inte¡action on intensities and r¡hich finds the correct

linear csrïÞination of the di-screte state and the contlnuur at, the

energy of interest tu give the true eigenstate sf the total
Hamiltonian.
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Fig. 1.2, Energy diagram for neutral He atoms

(modified from ÍVIASSEY AND BURH0P,1969,

Fíg. 9.1 ).
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The main types of theorv are:

a) R - matrix theory (BURKE and TAYLER, 1974)

b) Feschbachrs projectfan theory (FESCHBAC¡{, 1967)

c) Quantr.rn defect theory (DILL, CHANC and FANO, 1973)

d) Fano - Mies theory (FANU, 1961 and FAN0 & E0OPER, 19659

MIES, 1968)

The Fano-Mies theory has the least complex physical

meaning and so is the one chosen for this thesis. T0R0F (unpub-

lished) and BARDSLEV ( 196e) have extended this theory to cover

autoionization in molecules.

The simplest case ofl autoionization is t¡e configuration

interactian betr¡een one discrete state and more than one overlapping

continuun for an atomic state. Fano and Eooper found that the total
photoabsorption cross-section over a resonantre tran be given by

o(e) = ou{(g * r)2/(1 + e)2} * ob ...(zz)
uhere e =(E-Er)/TzT

E = photon energv

Er= unperturbed energy of the discrete state

h/T = mean lifetim.e of the leve1 r¡ith respect to autoionization

Q =rrline - profile index[ and is a function of the eigen-

functions of the discrete state and the continuum states

o(e) = absorption trrtrss-sectinn af photons af energy E

oa = absorption cross-section corresponrling to stateE sf the

continuun urhich ds interact r¡ith the discrete autoion-

izing level

nb - absorption cross-section ctrrresponding to states of the

continuun urhich do not interact r¡ith the discrete auto-

ionizing state.

For partial cross-sections in molecules, similar types

of equations have been put forurard (HUTTON and T0R0P, unpublished;

EARDSLEY, 1968¡ sMrrH , 19'7oa, b). For the case ofl one vibratisnal
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autoionizing level and making the assunptions that i) the Born -
Oppenheimer approximation holds iæ. the uavefunction varies only

slightly t¡ith change in inte¡nuclear distance and ii) the r¡idths

of the autoionizing states are much ress than the separation

bet¡¡een successive states, for a single resonance v r¡hich does

not overrap r,rith any other resonance the partial trrtrss-section

to the vib¡ational level o of the ion is
o-.= o^(Foc + Fo,uFub{ o, } tl'a c e+'i "'(23)

ruhere oc = total absorptitrn crosE¡-section to all states of the

continuun

-cl-- - = Franck-condon amplitude for the transition from the
ct

initial state of the molecule to the vibrational state

o of the ion

F^. .= Franck-Eondon amplitude for the transition from thedrV

autoionizing level v to the vibrationat level o of

the ion
-bfu- = Franck-Eondon amplitude for the transition from the

initial state to the autoionizing leve1 L/

q and e as defined in equation QZ)

1.3.4 Experimental Evidence for Autoionization

BEUTLER (1935), r,rhile examining the photon absorption

spectra ol rare gases found unusually Þroad, asymmetrical lines
betureen tne 2e=r, and 2P*!:ir*Lt=. FANL ( 1g3Ð interpreted these

lines in terms of the excited levels of the atorn ctrnvergent on the
2P* 1"u"1 of the ion and uhich decay into the ion in 1ts 'r=r, state
plus a free electron. Many other such lines have been observed in
photon absorption spectra and electr¡n scattering e>:periments since

then by many different uorkels.

Autoionization observed in photoelectron spectra is
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rnore retrentr In 1965, D0ELITTLE and SEHOEN ( 1965) urere invest-

igating the photoel-ectrsn spectra sf hydrogen using a monochromattrr

at u.¡avelengths of 77.2nm, ?8.0nm and 79.0nm. They found that at

the different uavelenqths, the height of the curve at zero retarding

potential, rrrhich shsuld be proportisnal to the ionizatitrr trrtrss-

section is larger at TBnm than at 'l7.2nm or' 79nm. They aLso found

that the v = 1 state of the Hr+ inn uas strongly enhanced at ?8nm.

It r¡as assumed that the v = 1 state at 78nm uas largely excited

through autoionization.

E0LLIN and NATALIS ( 1968) and PRICE ( 1968) invest-

igated the effects nf autoiunization on the vibratisnal distribution

of the molecules trxvgen, nitrogen, carbon monoxide and nitric sxide

by comparing photoelectron spectra obtained usinq the 58.4nm HeI

resonanee line r¡ith thuse obtained using the Ne doublet at

'73.6 - 74.4nm and the Ar dnublet at 184,8 - 106.7nm' Eslli-n and

Natalis found, for example, that at 58.4nm only four vib¡ational

levels af 0r+ in the x2n state uere oÞserved but at the Ne

discharge lines, the vibratinnal sequentre of Er+ in the first excited

state extended up to vr = 2O. Note that this technique depends on

the chance sf finding an autpionizing state r¡hich nearly coincides

r¡ith the lines af the larp spectta'

BERHUUJITZ and EHUPIIA ( 1969) studied the photoelectron

spectra at autoionizing restrnantres in molecular hydrogen and nitrogen

r¡ith dispersed radiation. BAHR et al (1971a, b) recs¡tled spectra

at a nunber of r¡eIl-defined autoionization restrnantres in N0, NZr C0

and B= using the radiation from the Hopfield continuum of a He

discharge lanrp dispersed by a 1 metre monschromattrt. Esnsiderable

diffe¡ences betueen the IeStrnantre spectra and those recorded at

nearby sff-¡esonance u:avelengths uere observed.

In a previsus Faper, BLAI{E et aI ( 1970) had discussed

the theory that the photoelectron spectra resulting from autoion-

g
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ization can be described by the distribution of Franck-Eondon

factors for the transition from the autoionizing state to the

vibrational states of the ion. This r¡ould explain the change in

intensities of the vibrational Ieve1s trn reEionantrer for example

in the spectra of Collin and Natalis previously mentioned.

To verify this hypothesis, RllR potentials (see section

1.2.5) urere calculated for the lor¡-tying neutral and ionic states.

As no rotational data LJere available for the autoionizing states,

RllR curves could not be camputed and so Morse potential energy

trurves brere calculated for the auto-ionizing states. The Franck-

Eondon factors for the decay of the autoionizing state to the

ionization continuum and the Franck-Eondon factors from the ground

state of the molecule to the first ionic state Lrere computed from the

¡,.revefunctione caLculated frsm the potenttaL energy curves¡

The contribution to the resonance spectra uas

estimated from the values of the photoionization coefficients on

resBnance and at a nearby off-resonancE rr:avelength, The vibrational
distribution due to the resonantre alone uas found by subtracting

the 58.4nm spectrum from the resonantre speetrum, in proportion to

the conti-nuun cont¡ibution. The results r¡ere then compared ulith

the calculated FrancklCondon factols.

The authors troncluded that the nature of the photo-

electron spectrum at restrnance is deterrnined Þy the Franck-Eonclan

factors linking the autoionizing state ulith the ion and their experi-

mentar results agreed r¡ith theoretical predictions at reast

qualitatively.

HLEIMEN0V, CHIZHOV and ViLESUV ( 19?1) studied

autoionization protresses in nitric oxide in the r,.lavelength region

12A io 9Enm. As there uas not much inforrnation about the potential

energy curves of the autoionizing states, a trtrmFarison r¡ith calculated

Franck-Eondon factors uas not giverr but they suggested that the
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Franck-Eondon principle may not hold in autoionization.

TANAHA and TANAI<A (1973) sn the basie of their
phntoelectron spectra at ssme'autoionizing states of oxygen neal

the ionization threshsld concluded that the vlbratinnal distributions

of photoelectron spectra from autsionizing states ¡¡rere clearly

different from those of calculated Franck-Eundon flacts¡s fsr the

dlrent ionizing transition, The classiflcatlon sf the autsionizing

states In this reginn uas incomplete at that time uhlch caused

problens in comparisons of their calculated Franck-Esndon facturs

fnr the autoionizing transltions and their experimental resul-ts.

Since then, IIATAYAMA, HUFFI"IAN and TANAHA (1973), have reported

re-measu¡e¡nents ef the absorptlon spectr¡.rn sf oxygen in the

uavelength range 65nm ts 'l10nm r¡hich haVE clarified this problem,

An interesting paper uhich trtrmpares experimental

results r¡ith Smithts (SMITH, 1970 (a), (b)) theory rrras puÞlished by

HINSINEER and TAYLOR (197Ð, The photoelectron spectra ofl oxygen

betueen BE and B5nm uere recorded and flrom this datar a quite

successful comparison betr¡een experimental and calculated results

uas made-

The assunptlon that the 5B.4nm photoeleciron spectrurn

of oxygen tran be used aE¡ a sff-resonantrE position to estimate the

conti-nuum contributisn to the cross-setrtion has been refuted by

uork of EARDNER and SAMSEN (1974b)- They compared calculated

Franck-Eondsn factors (HRUPTENIE, 197Ð r¡ith experimental values at

58.4nn and 30.4nm, For the transitisns to 0.* t 2 n- and B4r - the¿ "g --g
experS-mental intensities frsm the 3E,4rrn spectrun agreed mure

closely r¡ith the calculated FCF than those at 5B.4nm suggesting

that sorne of the 5B,4rr,n distribution trtrmes frnm autoionizati-sn,
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1.4 ANEULAR DISTRIBUTION OF FHOTOELEETRONS

The angula¡ distrihutian of photoelectrsns ernj-tted frsm

a randomly oriented set sf atoms sr mslecules is dependent on the

polarization and direction of propagation of the incident photon

bea¡n and it also depends on the initial kinetic energy of the

photaelect¡ons and the energy level from r¡hich the photoelectrons

are ejected. Thus great care must be taken in the measure;nent ofl

relative transition probabilities ¡¡ith a photo-electrsn spectro-

'neter to overcome or allorrr for tlri.s angular dependence.

EB0PER and ZARE ( 1968) have sho¡¡n that, ifl unpolarized

radiation is used to produce photo-electtonsr the riifferential

trrtrss-section for electrons er¡itted in a dlpole transition in a

direction 0 to the radiation bean direction is given by

g = b]',t'- oPr(cose)Ì ...(24)
do 4n

uhere ß is an asymrnetry parameter, For û = 54o 44t the

relation betueen the differential trross-Eìection and the tstal crtrss-

section is independent sf ß .

l4ore recent uork (LINDEMANS et aI, 19?9) has suggested

that fsr a finlte beam strurtre and finite electron aperture the

electron csunt rate is found by integrating equation (24) sver the

eource volume and the cqne of acceptance intn the analyser' The

expressinn found is

l(O) = A(O) + ge(O) ...(25)

The value of S for r¡hich B(0) = 0making the

electron count rate praportional ts the trrtrss-section ototal

depends on the geometry of the systøn.



1.5 SEOPE OF THIS THESTS
acLJa

The origlnal aim of this thesis r¡as ts fit experi-

mental autsisnization data from oxygen to the Fano-Mies configur-

atisn interaction thesry of autoionizatian. As uas described in

Sectj.on 1.3.4, only hINSINGER and TAYLOR (1973) have attempted to

do this, EAHR et aI (19?1) and EERHUüJITZ and EH[JP|<A (1969) uere

using a simplified version of the thesry rrrhen they assuned that

the distributisn of electron energy amongst the vibrational- states

of the ion uas determined by the Franck-Eundon factors þetueen the

autoionizing state and the vibrati.onal states of the ion. ïhey did

not take ints account that, because there are tuu paths to the final
state of the lon, narnely direct isnization and lonization via the

autoisnizing state, interference r¡ill occur as shoun by Fano-

In orde¡ to make this comparison, a suitable spectlometer

uith good energy resolution and high count rate u¡as needed. Much

time uas spent developing this system and then taking high quality

autnlonlzatisn data. A program tn analyse this data Lras developed

but unfortunately na time uras left to trBmpare this data to the theory.

The spectra should yield Franck-Eondon anplltudes for the transitisn

frsm the autolsnizing state to the vibrational states of the ion and

hopefully theoretical physicists Lril1 use these in the future,

The next chapter deals uith the features of the

apparatus and the ¡easons uhl it is a valuable inst¡ument to use

ts investigate autoionizaticn in molecules.
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EHAPTER 2 DESERIFTIBN and OPERATION OF THE APPARATUS

INTRODUETIEN

In order to measure the intensities of vibrational
transitions as a function of uavelength by the method of photo-

electron spectrostropy, an experimentat arrangement of four basic

units is required. These are

1. a lamp producing radiation rrrith a continuous rÊnge of uavelengths

in the extreme ultra-violet region

2. a monochromator to disperse this radiation
3. a chambe¡ uhete this radiation can interact r¡ith the gases be:ing

studied and

4. a spectrometer to analyse the energy of the electrons emitted

during this interactlon.

Fig. 2.1 shor¡s a generar vier¡ of the apparatus used

to measure photoionization processes/ including the units mentioned

aþove.

This chapter contains a description of these units,
the featutes of the apparatus uhich make it particularly suitable
for measurements of vibrational intensities and the steps taken to
produce optimal results. 0f special importance is the discussion on

choice, operation and performantre of the spectrometer as much time

and effort uas spent on optimising the conditions necessary to
produce high quality data.
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2.1 THE LAMP

Ultraviolet radiation LJas produced in a r¡ater-cooled

pyrex discharge tube (Fig. 2.2). rn the qavelength range 100 to

60nmr emissisns of the Hopfield continuum, corresponding to trans-

itions of excited He, molecules back to their repursive ground

state, rdere excited by a thyrotron triggered discharge frcm a 5kv

D.E. supplyr (HUFFI4AN et aI, 1965). An A.E. vortage of 15kV r¡as

used to produce the resonance lines of Helir¡n (58.4nm) and Neon

(73.6nm and 74.4nm).

The pressure in the lamp for the resonance lines uas

about 0.5 Torr (mm Hg) Þut for the Hopfield continuun a pressure

of aprroximately 25 Torr (mm Hg) u.¡as needed. This required differ-
ential pumping betueen the lamp and the monochromator. This

purnping system consisted of a Rootes Blor¡er and backing pr-rnp for
the first stage and an oil booster pr.rnp and backing purnp as the

second stage.

Using this system and r¡ith 100 ¡ entrance slits on the

monochromator and z5Torr gas Fressure in the lainFrthe pressure in

the monochromator LJas kept belor,l 10-4 Torr.

' Industrial grade He1ium from Eommonu¡ealth Industrial
Gases Lras FaESed through a liquid air csoled zeorite trap. This

removed impurities, particularly uater vaptrur as ueII as cxygen

and NitrBgen, frc-m the Helir¡n and hence enhanced the intensity of the

Hopfield csntinuum by a factor varying from ZO - 5E %.
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28.2.2 T T1E MONTIE¡IROMATT]R

The mon.Bchrsmator used fo¡ these experiments üJas a

1 metre, near-nBrlrar lncidence,. scanning device (MtrFhe¡son¡ Moder

ns. 225). The grating uas a platinur coated, Bausch and Lsmb

replica grating r¿ith 1Z0O lines/mrn and blazed for gEnm_

ldith the exit and ent¡ance slits set tu 108 ¡, the

resorution blÈrs 0*1nrn r¡hich is more than adequate to distinguish
autuionization resonances ln pho+.oionization trrilss-sEctions..
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2.3 THE IONIZATION EHAMBER

The analvser ulas housed in a 15 cm coppex chamber

r¡ith its axis arigned at 54tr =3rto the photon beam, an arrangement

t¡hich makes measurements almost insensitive to the angular distrib-
ution of the photoelectrsns (see Section 1.4).*

Sensitivity to partial polarization of the liqht beam

uras removed by placing the axis of the analyser in a plane at 45o

to the Ror¡land plane of the monochromator.

This chambej housing the ionization region and

analyser, Lras pLmped at each end by a 15 cm oil diffusion Flrnp

(Figs. 2.1 and 2.3). The ultimate pressure reached uas about
-A5 x 10 " Torr. Both punps incorporated liquid air traps r¡hieh urere

kept fuIl r¡hen the punps Lrere in operation.

*Since the results for this thesi-s uere taken, LINDEMANS et a.1 (1979)
(Appendix 3) have calcurated that, for the geometry of the present
apparatus, an angle of 55o 33t r¡ould make the electrsn count ratetruly proportional to the total cross-sìection. The maximum Errtrrthis could produce is about 3 % fot turo procesE¡es r¡hich havedifferent Ê values.
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2.4 THE SPEETROMETER

2.4.1 Introduction to Photoelectron Spectrometers

A pirotoelectron spectrun is measured by varying the

energy of photoelectrons allor¡ed to reach the detector and recording

the rate at r¡hich electrons of each energy ar¡ive. Three main

types of electron energy analysers or spectrometers are available:

a) magnetic focussing analysers

Þ) elect¡ostatic foeussing analysers

c) retarding potentlal analysers

These a¡e discussed belour.

a) Maqnetic focussinq analvsers

Three exanples of this kind are the cylindrical 1B0o

magnetic field analyser (TURNER and MAY, 1966), the spherical 1g0tr

magnetic field analyser (FROST, MtrDOtrtELL and VR00M, 1965) and the

douþ1e focussing magnetic analyser (FADLEY et al, 1969). Strictly

speaking magnetic analysers are momentum nut energy analysers as

they separate el-eetrons according to their vclocities nut their
kinetic energies.

b) Electrostatic focussine analvsers

This type of analyser; uhich uses an electrostatic field
to deflect the eleetrons according to their kinetic energies, tran

be divided into four groups viz i) parallel plate, ii) cylindrical

iij-) spherical and iv) clyindrical mirror analysprs, SEVIER (1972)

describes these analysers, their ciraracteristics and their uses.

A more recent rnodification (EARDNER and SAMSEN 19'73, 1975, 1976) is

the use of a pre-retarding,/accelerating system coupled r¡ith a

cylindrical mirrot analyser. This reduces electron scattering effects

and gives constant resolution so that peak areas meesure photoelectron

intensities directly.



Both magnetic and electrostatic

discussed by GELLENDER and EAIIER (1974) r¡¡ho

uhich gave the maximurn attainable resolution

these analysers.

c) Setarding potential analysers

3ii.
focussing analysers are

developed an equation

and transmission of

In ¡etarding potential analysers, a negative potential

is applied to a grid or screen in f¡ont of or on the detetrtor. By

incrementally increasing this potential, electrons of energy less

than that needed to overcome this potential are prevented from

reaching the detector. A plot of detector signal against retarding

potential produces an integral enErgy dist¡ibution trurve.

A comparison of different kinds of retarding potential

analysers is given in SEVIER (1972). Some of the trtrmmon analysers

used in PES a¡e the cylindrical (eg. BLAIIE and CARVER, 1967), spherical
(eg.SAMSON and GAIRNS, 1969), hemisphericar (eg. BAHR et ar, 1969)

and plane geometry (BERHOIJITZ, 1967) analysers.

Another interesting paper on ¡etarding potential

anarysers is by HUTDHTTAL and RTEDEN (1972) r¡ho discussed the

resolution and sensitivity of spherical grid retarding potential

analysers.

The aim of all analyser designers is ta obtain optimum

resolutisn and high sensitivity simultaneously. Unfortunately these

tuo factors conflict and so a trompromise has to be reached.

Dispersion trr differential analysers (magnetic and

electrastatic focussing analysers) have the advantage of theoretically
high resolution (as good as 10 meV for constant resolution instruments

or about ÂE = 0.1 - O.2 % it the resolution varies) but they need
t

accurate machining and hence are more difficutt to construct. Magnetic

focussing analysers trannot measure lou energy electrons because of

the need for ueak, uniform magnetic fields r¡hich r¡ou1d be disturbed

by stray fields, and so a¡e not much used these days.
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Retarding potential analysers are inherently simpler

and have a higher count ¡ate r¡hich implies shorter mEasuring times

and hence greater actruracv. The main disadvantage is that 1or¡

energy electrons in a complex spectrurn are difficult to examine

due to statistical noise.

2.4.2 Ehoice of analvser for thls thesis

In order to investigate the vibrational intensities
from different auto-ionizing levels of diatomic molecules, an

anaryser uith a ¡esolution of better than 100 mev is needed to

separate these vibrational leve1s. As the separation of the rotational
levels (spacinq -., 1 meV) uas nst of interest to this thesis, a

resolution much hetter than this r¡ould have been r¡asted and r¡auld

have been gained only at the expense of sensitivity. since the

intensity of the liqht entering the ionizing regian uas lobr because

of the dispersion of the lamprs radiation by the monochromator,

it uas necessary to chotrse an =nalyser r¡ith a large elect¡on collect-
ing apertute. This uras provided by a hemispherical grid retarding
potential analyser r¡hich has a large collecting aperture fo¡ a given

resolution (HEDDLE, 1971). This type of analyser also has the

advantages of simplicity, staþiIity and a r¡ell-behaved efficiency
versus energy function.

For electrons from one energy 1evel, the theoretical
integral spectrum, r¡hlch thls analyser'gives, is a step function r¡ith
arl electrons uf eneigy greater than the retarding voltage Þeing

transmitted and no electrons of ror¡er energy passing through the

grids. Thus uhen the number of photoelectrons counted is plotted

against the retardj.ng voltage, a horizontal straight line up to a

retarding voltage equal in magnitude to the ionization potential
should be obiained. No photoelectrons should be recsrded after this
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voltage. Such a theoretical, rrflatrr spectrurn is shoun in Fig. 2.4(a).

l¡Jhen electrons from more than one energy leve1 are being counted,

the spectrun consists of a series of step functions as shor¡n in

Fig. 2.4(b). :

This integral form of the electrcn spectrurn faciLitates

simultaneous stranning of the uravelength and electron energy to allou

detection of electrons due to the same transitions. Betrause one

can modulate f¡om the top to the bottom of the step, a retarding

potential analyser does not need the precísion of tuning required

by a differential analyser provided that the steps in the spectrurn

are uell separated.

2.4.3 Details of the Spectrometer

The spectrometer consists of three elements; 1) ihe

photoelectron source 2) the analysing grid systun and f) the photo-

elect¡on detector. These are shou¡n in Fig. 2.5 and 2.6 and described

belou.

2.4.3.1 Photoelectron sourtre

Photoelectrons generated in the ionizatior¡ region enter

the spectrometer through an inlet aperture of 1/Bu diameter. These

electrons then pass through a series of baffles r¡hich define the

trsne of acceptance of the photoelectrons. The main Furpose of these

baffles is to prevent the detection of non-radial electrons, r¡iri.eh

t¡ou1d otheruise have been deflected off the r¡alIs of the analyser and

¡¡ould have degraded the energy resoi-ution of the analyser and

increased the background count.

2.4.3.2 Erid Svstem

Four grids uere used in the analysers; an earttr, a

retarding, an accelerating and a focussing grid. These four
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hemispherical grids urere made of fine phosphor bronze mesh soldered

onto brass rings (Fig. 2.7). The mesh uas etched so that the earth

and focussing grids urere aFproximatery 06 % transparent and the

reta¡ding and accelerating grids uere about 78 y, transparent giving

a total transparency of about 45 %.

The grids uJere separated by spacers r¡hich urere machined

from Delrin or Teflon - both good, aleanrnon-trompressible insulators
t¡hich do not out gas badly under vacuurn. The spacers uere turned to

a height r¡hich ensured that the earth grid and the retarding grid

r¡Jere troncent¡ic t¡ith the centre of the inlet aperture and the accel-

erating grid and focussing grid urere concentric r¡ith the electron

detector.

The earth qrid.,r¡hich had a radius of 50 mm, maintained

a field free region in urhich the field of vieu of the anaryser

uas defined by the Þaffles.

The next grid met by the electrons Lras the retarding
grid urhose electric field opposed their motion. Both the radius

of this grid as r¡ell as the radius of the next grid - the accel-
erating grid - uere 64 cms. The accelerating grid rrras used to give

the electrons a constant energy to prevent them drifting onto the

ua11s.

grid r,rhich

detector.

The final grid,

drer¡ electrons in

A r¡ire mesh trage enveloped the front of the analyser
(Fig. 2.6). This interaction cage r¡as designed to provide a field
free region r¡hich did not scatter electrons into the field of vieu

of the analyser.

All the grids as r¡eII as the baffles and interacticn
trage urere gold plated to minimize contact potentials and to eliminate
stray eleetric fields.

of 50 cm radius, LJas the focussing

and focussed thern onto the electron
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2.4.3.3 Photselectrnn detectsr

The individual elect¡ons üJere detected using a loul-

resistance channer erectron multiplier (Murrard type B419EL).

These cqntinutrus dynode devices have a gain of the order of tDB

r¡ith a nsminal bac,kgrnund pulse csunt rate sf ress tiran 2 Hz and

an operational rate of very mutrh less than this (Iess than 0-85 Hz),

The channeltron produced negative purses of ress than z0 ns

duration. The maxlmun allouable voltage atrrsss the channeltron

uas 3500 V-

The output sf this type of cu¡ved muttiplier is
independent ¡f the anþient pressure provlded it does not exceed

5 x 104 Torr uhich ¡¡as the maximr¡n Flessure in the channeltron

regions used in any of the expe¡j_ments f¡r this thesis.

The channeltron uras mounted on a Tef1on block.

2.4-\ 0peration of the Snectrumeter

2.4.4.1 Applie¡ Voltaqes

The earth grid üJas Etrnnected to ground via a uire
joined to the rEar of the analyser and hence onto the box containing

the analyser.

The retarding patential appried uas in the farm sf a

negative staircase uith an adjustable step slze and duration
(LINDEMANS, 1981)- The smallest available step sj.ze uas 2.5 mV

and murtipres of this up to 'ltl v uere usually used- (Energies sf
up to 50 v courd be obtained lry making ihe step size rarger)- The

output vultage of this supply uras msãsured trn a digital- volùnete¡.
The potential lras trtrnstant to + j mu r¡hich u¡as uer]. r¡ithin the

required actruracy-

Much r¡srk uas dsne initialry tu find voltages fsr the

accelerating and focussing grids uhich gavE maximum csunt rate and
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a flat spectrurn r¡hich uas easy to analyse (see section 2.4.2).
Good resurts ¡¡ere ohtained r¡hen the accelerating grid uras tied
to the retarding grid initiarly through a battery and variable

resistor and finally through a fixed resistor chain so that

vu = 0.968 vr. This gave a spectrurn r¡hich r¡as frat to r¡ithin
3 % far al-l electron energies up to 10 eV.

At most times the focussing grid r,:as operated at 650 V.

The voltage trn the front of the channeltron uas also found to

affect the spectrum and this r¡as set to the same vortage as the

focussing grid to give the þest results.

The voltage across the channeltrtrn uras kept at the

maximum of 3500 v, r¡hich maximised count rate (Fig. z.B).

These last three voltages LJere supplied by commercial,

regulated porrrer packs.

2.4.4.2 Gas. Pressure and Puritv

The chamber r,lhich contained the analyser r¡as divided

into tr¡o sections by a flange rr:ith an rDt ring seal betr¡een the

vatruurn chanber and the analyser (see Fig. 2.5 and 2.6). This seal

ujas spxayed rr.lith a Teflon based lubricant to prevent tension betbJeen

the r0r ring and the r¡alIs causing distortion of the qrids r¡hich

t¡ou1d otheru¡ise have lsuJered the electron count rate and affected

the resolution.

This seal uas designed to maintain a pressure differ-
ential betueen the ionization region into r¡hich the sampre gas

flor¡ed and the analyser region r¡hich LJas plnnped by one of the 15 cm

oil diffusion pumFs(pumÞ Br Fig. 2.3). This arrangement a1lo¡¡ed a

higher sampre gas Fressure in the ionization region (up to 5 x 1,o'3

Torr) r¡hiIe the pressure in the analyser region uas l-ou enough to

avoid degradation of the resolution by electron scattering (see

Section 2.4.3.j) and to a1lou operation of the channeltron (beI¡r¡
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5 x 10-* Torr).

Gases entered the isnization region via tuo needle

valves and a narrtrtd pipe (Fig. 2-3). The needLe valves produced

gaod gas cont¡or and allo¡rred a stable pressure to be maintaj.ned

in the isnization regi.on. In orde¡ ts check fnr any pressure

fluctuations, the pressure of the gas in the ionization region

uas monitored by a Pirani gauge, the output of r¡hich uent to a

chart recsrder. Any spectra recorded fsr ûJhich the pressure

variation uJas greater than 1 % Ln trne scan u¡ere disca¡ded,

An ionizatian gauge ¡¡as used ts measure the pressure

in the analyser tegion, The gauge uas suitched sff uhile recording

data to prevent electrons from the gauge being ccunted as u¡el1 as

phtotelectrons-

The sample gasesr supplied by Communuealth Industrial
Gases, Lrere Argon (urelding grade), 0xygen (medicar grade), Xenon

and llrypton (research grade), These ürere alt 99 % pure or better.
To purify thern even mtrre, they üJere passed through a cord trap.
Ïhis trap consisted of a glass cold finger, fitled r¡ith glass beads,

r¡hich uas kept at a tanperature of about -40tr8 by a mixture of
carbsntetrachloride and chlnroform, cssred ts its freezing point.

Thíe trapped any suhstance r¡ith a buiring point absve -4Etrcbut

allo¡¡ed the sample gases to pass through (eg, boiling point of Oxygen

is -1B3oC, of Xensn is -10ZoE).

2.4.4.3 Recordinq Spectra

Electrons, urhich Lrerp detected by the channeltron,

prnduced negative 30 mV, 2E ns pulses at the output of the channeltrsn,

These pulses passed into a fast amplifier uhich inccrporated a

discriminator. The discriminator level r,ras adjusted to eiiminate

nnise pules from the J.anp and sther sotrrcps¡

The output from the amplifier uent intÐ an expander.
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This device used up-doun counte¡s to produce a t¡ain af pulses

¡¡ith the sane average frequency as the signal, but uith a minimum

pulse separation of 4 ¡¿s. This uas the separatinn needed before

the storage systøn ¡¡suld register individual pulseÞ.

The sturage system ùras a RIDL multi-cha¡nel store
(model number 34-12b)- The nunher sf channels r¡lhich could be

selected for each spectrum r¡as either 100,. 200 or AEO- The

nunber of channels uas usually chosen so that one channel corresponded

to an energy incrsnent small compared to the enErgy resolution

of the analyser.

Each spectrurn lJas retrorded uith multiple scans tn

prevent elrtrr8 caused by long-term pres.sure d¡ifts. The time f¡r
each ecan uJas usually betueen sne and tuo minutes-

The systsn also had the facility tn allnr¡ fs¡ ssannÌng

of the uavelength by a monochromats¡ drive r¡hich advanced the

monuchromator as the channel numher and retarding potential ue¡e

increased- This permitted the 5-nvestigatlon of ,the varíation of
partial trrtrss-Eections ulith uavelength,

2-4.\.4 Liqht Intensitv fluctuatÍuns

Figure 2.J shsus the position of the photumultiplieS

t¡ith sodium salicylate on the r,lindou.r, ulhich uas used ts monitor the

light intensity. In srder ts eliminate light fluctuatian effects,
the output f¡sm the photomultiplier r¡ent to a current cantrolLed

oscillatsr uhose frequencv LJas used to determine the time spent

accumulating pirotoelectron csunts in each channel The higher

the light intensity, the shorter the time spent at that partiuclar
vnltage.
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2.4.5 Performance of the Spectrsmeter

In this section the perfrlûnantre of the analyser r¡ill
be revie¡¡ed r¡ith reference tn typical xenon spectra at 5B-4 nm

(Fig, 2.9(a) - (d)). The various ch.aracteristics ofl the spectra*

the factors affecting the resolution, shape and background csunt

as u¡eII as steps taken to produce optJ.mal spectra uÍII be discussed.

The important features ts note are the good resolution, the
ftflatnessf'¡rf the spectra (see SectÍ.on 2-4.2) and the lsLJ background

ctrunt.

2.4-5-1 Resolution

From the spectrum (Fig, 2,9(d)), the experimental

fulI t¡idth half maxirna (FldHM) resaLu'bisn is fsund ts þe 40 mev.

This resslution is deten¡ined by -
a) the reEidual maqnetic field inside the analyser

b) the size of the aperture

c) the photsn ¡eeslution

d) the fliniùe spaclng of the grlds

e) any large scale distortion .in the grids

f) ntrn-trBntrentricity of the grids

g) contact potentials and

h) su¡face csnta¡rination-

a) Residual maonetic fields

The initi-al poor resolution of the analyseg caused by

magnetic fields inside the analysel uras overcome by using magnetic

shielding aIloys, Tuu layers uf Conetic and then an cuter Leyer of
Netic ulere placed on the cutside of the chamber and pr-rnping pcrts

(Fig- 2.3). Ansther precaution taken uas the use ofl only For.ì-

ferromagnetic materials inside the charnber, A five times irnprovement

in ¡esslutiqn uas obtained by these methcds,
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The residual magnetic flield inside the chamber uas

measured to be 9 x 10-6 Tesla. According tn HUTEHITAL and RIEDEN

(1972)" this uould give a maximum resslution sf about 30 meV. This

resslution is independent sf the electrcn energy. The magnetic

field usuld also retard phatoelectrons by a'fu¡ther 2E meV.

b) SLze of the aperture

The resulutiun due t¡ the finite size of the inlet
aperture (1/gx) ulas calculated nn the geometry of the figure to þe

0-06 % of the energy of thÉ electrsn, Thus" at 58,4 nm, the

¡esslutisn of 9 eV Xensn electrons r¡nuld be about 5 meV-

c) Photon resolutiun

ùJhen the ultra-vitrlet radiation is produced by

exciting a resonance line sf the lamp gas, the photon resolution is
determined by the line uridth. Fsr HeIiLÍn at 58.4 nm this r¡idth is
5 meV' For sther uavelengthsn the resplution due to the spread of
the light from the monochrsmator depended on the size of the entrance

and exit sU-ts e.g. rrrhen both üJere set at '100 umn the u¡avetength

resulutitrn u,as about o-1 nm, For the trxygen autsionizing lines of

inte¡est to this thesls at absut BE.0 nm, this is equivarent to an

energy resolution of 19 meV.

d) te trl-n the rids

Fine ui¡e mesh ulith a uire spacing of 0-2 mm ulas used

for the retarding and the accelerating grids to minimize the effects
of field penetration. These effects csntribute about O.2 % to the

energV resolution of the present analyser (HUTEHITAL and RIGDEN, 1972),

or about 18 meV for Xenon at 58.4 nm,

e) Larqe scaLe disterti on of the oricÍs

As the grids bJere carefully made over a mould, it r¡as

flelt that this flactor did nst make a siqnificant cantribution ts
the ¡esolution sf the analyser,



f) Non-concentricitv of the orids 41 .

Eareful machining and measuring Df the height of the

spatrers halding the grids apart and the choice nf a non-ctrmFressible

nylnn minimised this effect sn the reselutlon (see Sectisn 2.4.3.2).

s) Eontact pstentials and h) surface csntamination

As dlscussed previously (Section 2-4.3.2), contact

potentials uere minimised by gold plating the analyser- Thoreugh

cleaning rsnoved surface contatination and hence diminished csntact

potentials as ¡¡ell.

An estimate of the thesreticaL mini-mur full t¡idth

half maximun (FttJHM) resoluti,on R of Xenon at 58.4 nm is therefure -
R N (3o2+52+52+ß2)4"

/\'/ f6 mev

This can þe compared r,lith the FLJHM experimental resuLution in

Figure 2.9 a) r¡hich is about 40 meV-

2.4-5.2 Eleanliness

Thorouglr cleanliness uJas essential- In early runs

it ulas found that if a prrnping accident occur¡ed and siI contaninated

the analyserr the apparent energy of the transitisns of the spectra

uas shifted by up to 6Ð meV and the resolution degraded ta 108 meV.

A sj¡ilar but gradual shift in energy of the spectra r¡ith time

during narmaJ. operation of the apparatus aLso cau.sed some initial
trBt-lcEli-lc

These problrns sesned to be trverctlne by thoroughly

cleaning the analyser and chanher ts rsnove any surface contanination

urhich r¡ou1d cause spatrE charging or inhomogenities in potentials,

This uas auhieved by rernoving arr the parts of the chamber and

ptrnping ports and vapour degreasing thsn in a þath of AR grade

t¡ichloroethyrene ir¡itiaIly, follsùred by isopropyl alcohul. The

analyser itself uas taken apart a¡d cleaned in an ultra ssnic bat,h
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as üJeJ-I as in the vapour degreasing bath,

lrJhenever a test run shtrbJed that the energy sf a spectrun

had shifted substantially, the analyser uas again vapour degreased

and the i-nside of the cha¡her rrras uiped cIean, This ensured that

the systEn Lras stable during runs and that maxinun ¡esolutitrn üJas

obtained (see Section 2.\.5-1).

2.4-5.3 Eackqround Eount

Electrons and photons scattered off the ulalls of the

chamber as r¡eIl as electrsns frtrm impurity gaE¡E.s contriþute to

the background count- Scattered electrons and photons üJere

minimized by the use sf alLmlnir.¡n honeycomb placed in frsnt of the

analyser (see Fig- 2.5) and i-mpurities reduced by the cold trap

(see Section 2.4-4-2).

By running a spectrum r,lith no gas in the systøn, it
uas found that photnelectruns f¡sm the metats of the system

contributed to the backgrnund, These could not be eliminated.

As r¡suld be expected, the background count increased

t¡ith increase in gas pressure. It uras only really signifi'ant for
gases uith lsu, electron productisn cross-sections.

2.4.5-4 Linearitv of count rate

a) Eount ¡ate vs Liqht j-ntensitv

The lineari-ty af the systan u¡ith increasing light
intensity lJas tested .by recording the nLnmber of electrsns co¡-ln'bed

per second for the 'r**'rrr, state of Argon at 58,4 nm and plotting
this count rate against the cuuent controlled sscillato¡
frequency rrrhich is directly proportional tn the tiqht intensity
(Section 2.4.4.4), (Fig, Z.1O). The greatest deviatisn frsm the rnid

point uras 2 % sver a range of nearly ?r00O cuunts./second.
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b) Count rate vs P¡essu¡e 43.

To investigate this, the ratio of the number uf

electrons produced by the zPr,, state of Argon to the nunbe¡ of

elect¡sns produced by tne ze=r" state at 5B-4 nm lraE calculated

as the pressure uas varied from tE-4 Torr to 1E-3 Tcrr. The

ratio varied by abuut 2 Y" indLcating that the systan uas linear

r¡ith preesureÙ

During nornal operation, as presE¡ure uas monltored

throughnut scans., there uould be no great variation in presìsure

and hence the count rate ¡¡¡suld not be affected-

2,4-5.5 Efficiencv of the Spectrsmeter

The spectrsmeter described abave dses nst csllect

electrsns of different energy r,lith the seme efficiency. Ts be aþIe

tn accurately calculate the true nrrnher of electrons produceC at

a particular energy, it is necesEiarv to knor¡ hsu the efficiency of

the spectr¡meter varies r¡ith electrsn energy.

In order tu calculate the efficS-ency, Xenon spectra

LJere run at the uavelengths and electrsn energies shsun in Tabl-e 2.1.

Argon spectra ulrre also recgrded up to electrsn energies of 3 eV-

TabLe 2.1 Xensn spectra fsr effliciencv data

E.EI

(nm)

( ev)

101-4

0-E¡97

99.6

D-3,18

99..0

E-394

97-E

8.547

9'7.2

o-626

96.1+

E-732

95.8

tr.921

o?o

1-trg

As the gas pressures uere not all the same fsr these

spectra, scal5-ng factsrs ulere needed. These urers found by counting

one equivalent point on each spectra at each ùraveleirqth uhile the gas

PreE¡sure rrras kept csnstant- Backgrsund csunts LJeI'e alss taken at

uavelengths of 99,0 and 97.2 nm,



Because the absorptian trxtrss-sEtrtions of Xenon and 
44'

Argon vary ùrlth uavelenqth, the number trf csunts from the phuto-

multiplier at each uavelength ulas measured urith and uithnut gas

in the systan and hence the percentage absorption uas calculated.

The nrmber of electrsns ccllected at each uavelength

is proportisnal ts the photoionizatÍon trrs.ss-section at that ürave-

Iength multiplied by the eflficiency sf the spectrometer. For rare

gasesr the photoionizatinn cross-section is proportional to the

ahsnrptisn cross-setrtion. HencE the efficlency ofl the analyser could

be found by dividing the nr¡nher sf electrctns¡ counted at each ürarvE-

length by the absorptitrn trrtrssr-section at that uavelength.

The results obtalned by this methsd llere unreliable

due ts fluctuations in lamp intenslty r¡hich varied r¡ith lamp pressure

and tlme. These caused large eutrrs in the absorptisn data as the

lanp intensity csuld nst be ass¡.med to be the sane fo¡ the spectra

obtained ulith and r¡ithout the sample gas, LrJhen computed f¡sm these

results, the efficiency of the analyser appeared ts be transtant/

r,rithin the eusrs of the data, far electron energies greater than

100 meV and tended to zers at 0 eV. Su.bsequent rneasure¡nents

canfirmed this (LINDEMANS et al, 1979¡ Appendix 3), This excellent

cha¡acteristic allours fsr direct comparison of spectra by eye and alss

means that la¡ge errors due to rapid variation do nst occur, and

hence a mtrre accurate efficiency ctrTrecticn can be made,
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EHAPTER 3, DISCUSSIBN AND AÍ\I.ALY5I5 OF RESIjLTS

INTRODUCTION

Ehapter 2 contained a discussion sf the characte¡isti-cs

and performantre sf the apparatus and ín this chapter, results

taken uhen the systern ldtrÉi finally optimized are presented-

The method of analysis of these results is described in

Section 3.1 and the results of this analysis are discussed in

Section 3-2.

3.1 EURVE-FITTINÊ

The simplest nethod of analysing the ¡esults makes use

of the fact that the spect¡a recorded are fairly rrflatrr (see

Sections 2.4.2 and 2.4-5 and Flg- 2-g (a))' Ts a first approximation,

therefn¡er, branching ratins can be measu¡ed by firstly correcting for
analyser efficiency and then by averaging trver the flat parts of the

spectra and suhtracting the tr¡o averages to sbtaln a I'step heightrr.

This is the procudure used for most of the analysis in this thesj-s,

The main difficulty involved in this rnethod is
estifiating urhich points really ds lie sn the flat part, The r,ray in

r¡hich this uas dnne is as foIIuJs-

Firstly an apprtrximaüian to the step height of the

most intense t¡ansition L¡rErE¡ made by ruling a line through an average

value of the flat parts on eithe¡ side of the step. As this averagE

had tu be guessed at by eye* the first inaccuratry arises. The

plsition of the most intense transititrn lras then talcen at half this
approximate step height. This method typically involved an Error

of about + '1 channels, r,rhich csrxespondel to an energy of betueen

2.5 mV (e.9. Fig. 2.9 G)) or 100 mV (Fig, 2-9 (a)), The positions

of the rrpeaksrr sf the sther transitidns Llere then calculated from

energy spaclngs in the lite¡ature.
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Having estabLished these positisnsr the next step uas

t¡r decide uhich points lay nn the |tflatrr part- The method adopted

uas to move ts a neu polnt u¡hich l;as up the step and auay frgm the

peak position by a nu'nber af channels r¡hich co¡responded to approx-

imately tt¡ice the F.ld.H.M. resolution, The channel fsund in this
uaV (channel A) uas used asi trnr of the points on the flat part.

To find the athers¡ the protrsdure ülas repeated but this time dsuJn

the previnus step: The nunþer sf phutoelectrsn counts in the

channel reached this time plus the caunts froin the points betueen

this channel and channel A ùJerE then used ts find the average count.

This Lras repeated for all the flat parts and the step heights

ürers fqund by subtracting these averages frsm either side of the peak-

Apart frum the inaccuracy involyed in flinding the peak

positions and the uncertainty in knar¡.lng if aII the points used

real.ly are trn the flat part, this method does not use all the data

available. A msre sophisticated technique r¡lth greater atrcuratrV

and ulhich alsu makes full use of all the recorded data is needed,

especially to analyse the oxygen autslonization data (Figs- 3.12 -
3-18) in ¡¡hich the higher vibratisnal levels cannst be fitted uell
by eye. These levels are the trnes¡ r¡hich are populated only on

rEsBnantre and hence are ¡f greatest interest. The csunt rate at these

resonantres is lou and long data c¡Ilectlng periods are needed to

provide e'rough counts to enable the vih¡ational transition intensities
to be measured uith sufflcient accuracy to allou comparissn r¡Íth

theory. Ts reduce. the errtrrs in the analysis and to make sure that
some of the data collected is not uasted (as it is i-n the analysis

hy hand)r. a cornputer Frogran to perfnrm trurve fitting uas undertaken.

Althaugh the program rúas nst developed to the stage uhere it csuld

be used to analyse the results in this thesis* the curve fitting
method r¡iII he described-

The first step, after correcting fnr anal.yser efficie,rcy,
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is to rsnove the background. Thls i-s dtrne by recording a spectri-un

urith no sample gas in the systøn and then subtracting this from

the spectrum obtained r¡hen the gas is present.

The next step is ts deterrnine standard line shapes

for mnnschrsnatic electrsns nf dífferent energS.es- Table 3-1

shor¡s the type of spectra retrorded, together r¡lth the electrsn

energies- The actual spectra ETe csntalned in Appendix 1.

Table 3-1 Standard Line Shapes

Gas State ( nm)

59.4

5g-4

5g:4

5B*4

59.4

58.4

73-6

73-6

73-6

'73-6

73.6

'73-G

E-, ( eV)

9-A9

7.78

7.21

6-55

5-46

5.24

4.72

3-41

2.85

2.18

1-09

O,gEIB

Xe

Xe

I7t

Hr

Ar

Ar

Xe

Xe

H¡

llr
Ar

Ar

o'3/z
P",

/2

tr'3/2

'y"
o
' 3/2

'y"
tr
' 3/2
tr
'1"
tr
' 3,/2
tr
'y2
tr
' 3/?-

,y,

Thus lineshapes tran be found fnr electron energies

betueen 0.9 and 9-1 eV. Fsr energies in betueen these points,

the lj-neshapes must be nbtsi-ned by interpnlation.

Finally, a suitable fitting program is needed to

synthesise the measured spectra frum these standa¡d proflles,
The progra¡ must csmbine these Ìi-ne shapes to produce a statisticaL
best fit ts the data. The spectra must þe fitted 'rheight-r,rise'

uhich gives the branch.in3 ratiss andtrenergy uisetrto provide the

pnsition of the peak. To sÍmprify the proceduren the energy spacings
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hetüreen the different states can be taken from the literature
(e,g- NATALIS, 1979 for oxygen) and the prtrgran need then only

vary trne enerQlr

Such a Frogram is prnvided by suh-rsutine CURFIT

(EEVINETUNT 1969) r¡hich makes a least squares fit to a function

using an algorithm sf MARQUARDT (196Ð. This algorittun csmbines

a gredient gearch uith the method of linea¡izing the flitting
functisn to minimize x 2, ( x2 is a measure sf the rrgtrodnessrr

of fit and is given by x 2 = x ( å., (v. - vç*r))z)
t .l-

uhere the oi are the uncertalnty in the data pllnts V, and

V(*i ) is the fitting flunction).

The fÍtting functisn ts be used in this program is a

cnmbination sf scaled lineshapes. The parameters 4.,. uhlch are ts be

optimisedr are the scaling factors and the energies qfl the peaks,

The methad of least squares flnds the optimal value sf the

para'neters A- hy minimizing x2 r,lith respect to each af the paranete¡s
J

simulta:reously by uslng #t = o.
l

ùlhen the fitting function is non-linear, as is the case

heret x2 may be considered ts he a csntinuous function of the n

paraneters A- describing a hypersurface in n-dimensisnal space and
J

the space tran be searched for the appropriate minimum varue of x1

One uay of performing this investigatisn is ts use the gradient

search methad in r¡hich the direction of travel in the paranreter

space 1s arong the gradient of x2 * Tn took flor the minimun, a

search is conducted along the di¡ection of the ariginal gradient in

snall steps and the value of xz is calculated after each step until
x2 rises again. The gradient is then recalculated and the search

begins again in a neu direction- The procedure is the¡ repeated

unt1l x2 is minimi-zed,

An alternative uray of mi-ni'nizing X2 is to expand the

fittinq function as a function of the parameters A. by a Taylorrs
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exFansiBn i¡E- y(x) = yO !v

ðA

(x)+Î(
j=¡

(x) ôA.
l

J

The methqd of linear least squares can then be used t¡
determine the optimal valûes fsr the paranete¡ incrsnents ôAj,

In this methnd7 x2 is minimized r¡ith respect to each af the parameter

increnents ô AJ by setting the de¡j-vatives equal to zeru.

rn Marquardtrs routinen the gradient search is used

inititially as it approaches the minlmun r¡ell uhen for auay but is
inefficient nearby' The method of linearlzing the fitting function
ctrnverges rapidly to the minimum from points clsse by anc so takee

sver from the gradient search uhen the search csmes close to the

mÍnlmun.
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3.2 ANALYSIS T]F RESULTS

3.2.1 Int¡aduction

Itost ofl the results presented here ùJEre analysed hy

hand as described abtrve- The energy spacings used for oxygen ulEre

taken from NATALIS et aL (1979) and thsse for ni-trtrgen flrom E0LLIN

and NATALIS ( 1969), As ihe analysis is approximate, only general

trends uill be discussed.

One spectrum (Fig. 3.6) r¡as analysËd by a preliminary

ve¡sion of the program described in Sectisn 3.1,

The experimental conditions fo¡ each spectrun are

contained in Appendi.x 2. Nnte that 1n many qf the spectra the

position of the peak does net occul at the thes¡etical Energv] This

i-s due to the Freeence of stray magnetlc fields (see Sec- 2.4.5-1)

as uell as dielectric gurface contalination (Sec- 2.4.5-2)-

3-2.2 Nitroqen at 58.4rrn

Figures 3.1 La 3.4 shor¡ spectra of nitrsgen taken at

58-4nm- Figure 3-1 is a spectrun over the range from 0v ts 6.25 U

Enffrnpassing the three elect¡onic statee of the ion uhich can be

populated at this r,lavelength.

The difficulties gf shtaining accurate measurslìents

at lou electr¡n energies due ts statistical noise (Sec.2.4,'1) are

demonstrated in Filure 3.2 (N2 xt L * (u" = 0) + Nr+ Bz r +

(vr = Er 1ì ?))- It is sbvious that the v¡ = 0 transition is
the strongest and that the intensity sf the vr='l trarrs.ition is
abaut sne tenth of the intensity sf the vr = O transition þut it
is nst possible tn measure the vt = 2 transíti-qn intensity.

Figure l.i (Nz xr r * (vtr= 0) -+ *r* ot n 
u (rt 0 to B))

and Figure 3-4 (Nz X t¡+ (v,, = U) * t\l, xz r n 
(v, = 0r 1r Ð)

invslve electrsns uf higher enerEy and have less scatter. Hence these
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urere ahle to be analysed by hand, Table 3.2 shnwg a trtrmpari.so

the resurts from this thesi-s uith sthers f¡om the literature
uell as uith calculated Franck-Esndon factols. The agresnent

betueen the present usrk and sther experimental results as u¡ell as

r¡ith Franck-Eondon factors is good consideri-ng, the atrtruracy of the

analysis methqd-

TaÞle 3.2 Experimental Vibrational Intensities and

FEF for transitians N, X '2 *(u" = 0) ts the ionic levels vt shou¡n

E¡¡rerimental Results EEE-IÞ)
State (a)

A l-l|]
2

2

Present

92

100

72

42

16

9

108

5

E-3

87.1 +

188.0 +

,76.3 +

43-5 +

19-1 +

7.O9 +

2.51 +

1-78 +

4.37 +

10E1.0

9.27

0,59

3.1

2.8

4Ê.
l-)

2.9

2.\
g-77

0,40

8.34

a-17

94.9

1E0.Cl

68,0

?82

15.?

6.37

2.43

0,89

tr.32

X 2

yl

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

?

B

0

I

2

a) EARDNER and SAMS0N (19?4a)

Þ) ALERITTON et al (from (a))

3"2.3 0xvqen at 58.4nm

Fisures ¡.s to l:::- ::,:::'::,ï:':';:i:=::::::""ï,::ï :; .,"
five electrsnic states nf the ion.

Of particula¡ interest to this thesis is Figure 3.6r

rrlhich shorr¡s the transitisns from X3á n- 
(v'r = 0) tn the vihratianal

levels of the XzI - state of the ion, Table J.3 shor¡s the measured'q
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intensities calculated from this spectra 1) by analysis by hand and

2) ÞV the curve-fitting routine (Sectian 3-1) and conpa¡es thsqr

t¡¡ith experimental tesults (EARDNER / 1976) and r¡.lth a range ofl results
from many l"ES values compiled hy NATALIS et aL (1979). Calculated

F¡anck-Csndon factors are alst¡ included.

Table f'3 Experimental vih¡ati¡na1 Intensiti-es and FCF fsr transitions
from 0, X3 r n- 

(vrr = O) ta the isnic levels vt shouln-

E¡p¡¡l¡eoLq] I¡L¡o:$¡Us

- Preaent l¡¡o¡k Cartner(fg?g)a)
( 1) (2)
45 45.1 + 0.4 46.? g 1.8

10O 1{10.0 + O-g 100.0 + 5-0

.92 91,8 + 0.9 91.6 + 3.2

46 46.4 + 0.8 46.1 + 2.1

13 13.4 + 0.6 15.4 + 0,5

ErE")
Stata

x2n
s

V!

0

1

2

3

4

Natalfsb)

43 *\7

100

91 +95

44* 49

14+ 16

51-'J

l[J0.0

79.6

33.7

8.17

1) Results from Flgure 3.6 analysed by hand

2) Results f¡qm Ffgure J,6 a¡alysed by curve-fitting routine (Sec- 3-1)

a) GARDNER an,C SAMSON, 19?6

b) NATALIS et aI* I'i79

c) ALBRITTON et al from IIRUPENIET 1g7Z

These results shaur that 1) the eqlr.ipflent prtrdutrEs

good intensities 2) averaging BVer the frat parts and suhtracting

the averages i s a reaEnnable method ef a:rarysing the data and

3) the computer prugram produces a satisfactory fit to the data,
indicating that the prag¡am has the aþility to analyse photoelectron

spectra' (Figure 3.? shor¡s the fitted and rau data superimposed)o

These verv entrouraging results delonstrate that the

technique has great potenti.al in the measll.Dernent of vibratisnal
intengities,

Ïhe other pElnt to note ls the discrepancy Þetureen the
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Franck-Eondon factors and the measured intensities. EARDNER and

5Ar'450N ( 1974b) Þr-rggest that they are not only those due to continuun

ionizatisn but also contaln cont¡Íbutions fr¡n¡ nearby autoionizing

restrnances, This is bsrne out by the fact that their results at

30-4nm a¡e in much closer agresnent uith the calcurated Franck-

Eondon factnrs+

The energy spacings betr,reen the vibratiunal levels

can also be calculated f¡on the spectra and these are shoun in
Table 3-4 along r¡ith results measured by other PES groups-

2
x2

yl

Table f-4 Ene¡gy spacings of vlb¡ational leve1s nf 0 ]t

P¡egent
(1)

229

227

221

226

t¡lo¡k
(2)

230

228

220

228

232

22ß .

224

232.4

22?.9

223"6

219.9

Natatla(1979) Drmey(1979) Edqulat( 19?01

0+,1

1+ 2

2+ 3

J+ 4

232

229

227

221

The results calcrrlated hy hand (1) r¡ere founC hy taking

the channer nunher trBrrespnnding to the midpoint of the step and

using the fact that 'l channel = zE nev, The curve-fitting results
(2) ue¡e computed by allouring the EnerEV spacings to be paraneters

invslved in the program, These tr¡o me'bhods gave results in agreenent

t,¡ith each othe¡ but the last tus values are not consistent r¡ith thsse

of sther u:rkers presurnahry due to statistical scattBr at reuer

electrun energies. This pnints gut the desiribility of using

reputahle energy spacings from elseuhere instead of alloruing thrn

to be va¡ied either by eye or hy the prugrErnr

Table 3.5 presents the results fsr the b 4 r - and
-D - 

q

theöc ' _- states.
g
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Table 3.5 Experlmental vihratlonal Intensities and FEF for
transitions E, X3 r n- 

(vrt= E) to the ionic leve1s vr shoürn

Present Eardner :Bza(€) FEF(b)

b4r
q

I
q

State

2

1UO

91

53

3it

18

4.4

a7

100

B5

66

34

12

I

vl

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

100-0 + 3.2

e6,8 t 2.2

54.3 + O-6

33.7 + 1-O

18.4 + 2-G

5r2 + tr.5

8,3.2 + 8,5

'180,0 + 5.7

BA.2 + 5.7

51'.9 + 7.8

35-3 + 1.8

12.2 + 8.7

1.4 + 0,8

1Clo-o

e2.4

4E*1

15.3

B

a) EARDNER and SAMSON, 19?\ (b)

b) ALERITTON et al frsm (a)

Again adeqilate agreenent is obtained although the

e, 2 x gt (vt = 3')sesns to be high,

The results fsr tne 54 X - are very d5.ffe¡ent from- "g
the calculaüed Franck-Condan factors, EAIIDNER and SAMSON ( 1924b)

pointed out that a dip in the photoinnization crss-spctisn near

59'Onm1 u:hich indicates the presencE of an autqionized r¡indou

ressnancer appEars j-n the cross-sectj-sn for the production of this
state and lrence it r¡ill shor,r the most perturbed vibrational
distribution at 58,4nm,

The absence of Franck-Eondon factsrs for the E2 " 
-

"g
state is due to the fact that this state predissociates and hence

not enough spectroscopic data is aveilable to calculate potential
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Figure 3,8 shor¡s the u4 If u state as uell as the

A21f u state, It is nnt possible ts separate thsse states Þy eye

and so no vibrational intensities have been calculated fo¡ thsn.

3.2.4 At.¡tsiqnization in oxygen in the region 87 - 90n1.

Figure 3.11, r¡hich lllust¡ates the variation in
photoelectron counts es the uavelength is scanned from about 90nn to

87nm, shor¡s the positions of the uavelengths used in Figure 3.12

tu Figure 3.18. The naming of the resonantres¡ is frsm DEHMER and

EHLJPHA (197Ð, Spectra brere recorded at four J leve1 (J0 - J3)

autoionizi.ng resonanoes,, one at an un-nffned resonance X Þetueen JO

and J1r and at t¡¡o ss-called off-resonantrE positionE¡, one Þetueen

Jn and J1, (OR1), and another bet¡¡een J,,, and JZ (ORZ),

These results are presented in Table f-lr, The values

fa¡ the J, stete are an average obtained from those in TaÞJ.e 3.'7.

The latter tahle shaùrs results nf spectra taken on J,,, at different
gas pressures and uavelength resolutlon,

Eomparissn of the results Ín Table 3.6 is not realIy

valid because 1) the method of analysing by hand is not very

accurate particularly at Iou electron energies, 2) ns attsnpt has

been made to co¡rect for analyser efficiency rrrhlch r¡111 be important

at very lor¡ electron energies (see Section 2.4.5-5) 3) there ùraa a

knsurn uavelength variatj.on during the recsrding Bf J1 (d) and J,
and possibly in others 4) the u.lavelength resslution is E,1jnm for
Jg* Xr JF JZ and some of J,,, but 0.2rm for ¡ff-res¡onantre spectra and

5) the spectra did nst have the sæne total csunts r¡hich means that

the intensities cannut be r¡leasured to the sane atrcuratry, The only

points r¡orbh noting are tirat 1) sn resonantre mtrre of the higher

vibratisnal levels are populated than at the off-ressnance positions

Ð the X resonantre has a markedly different dist¡ibutisn fron that
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Table 3,6 ExperÍmental vi-bratiqnal j.ntensities fsr 0

papulated through various autoionizing restrnances¡

TT
*x2

Jr

o-09
o.21

o-25

o.1B

0.83

0,09

tr-06

9.04

o-11

Jz

o-D9

0.18

B,19

0-09

0.07

tr.11

B,O4

8.1 1

ü,07

0.09

Jz

o-09
a-20

tr.22

o,B9

8.12

Ú*04

tr.tr7

o-09

0,05

EI-Of

oRt

0-15
o-26

D-21

9.09

E-11

B,O4

E.03

o.tr7

0.04

2

oRz

o- 14

t.28

o-23

a.14

0.06

0-04

o.03

8.03

0*04

E-01

X

g-13

o.18

0.1r5

8.17

0.09

0-09

8.12

B-OB

tr.13

g

Jo

o.oB

0,16

o.23

B,16

0.06

g-o9

E*12

0.04

o..06

Table 3-7

J,, resenãFCE:

yt

u

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

e

9

Experimental vih¡ational intensities for Dr+ X2Ti'g ut

0.2nm photon reeslution
O,6ri 3u lu + 3u

a) b) c) = a+b

0.1nm

3u

d)

8,09

o-21

tr-25

0,1D

o.0f

8.11

0-06

0.03

tr-12

0 ' 13n'n

o

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I

8.10

o.22

o-26

o.og

0-04

00Eg

0.0r5

tr.tr3

oo1 1

E].09

0.20

û.25

a-11

0.83

0* 10

n.06

0,05

o-11

o.1g

8.21

o-26

t¡-10

0.03

0,09

0-05

0.D4

8.12

3u

e)

g,09

o.2E

D-25

gn12

E,B3

0.E19

u-05

0.05

tr.11
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of the J levels and f) the so called off-resonance spectra clearly
cuntain strme contribution from resonancea (cf Franck-Gondon factors

in Table 3,3) and shot¡ a greater discrepancy from the Franck-Eondon

factors than does the spectrr.m at 5€-4nm (Secbion 3-2.3 and Fig. 3-6).

This suggesùs that the autoionizing restrnantres in this region

overlap and so there is ns true off-rrsonErnce positlon betr,.leen the

peaks-

Table 3-7 seers to j-ndicate that, to the accuracy of

the analysisr no significant difference is caused either by pressure

or photon resnrutisn. The iatter courd be exprained by assuming

again that the resonances overlap as indicated bV the fact that the

higher viÞratisnal levels are populated at the "off restrnantre" positisns.

The ¡esuLts presented in this chapter ds indicate that
the apparatus described in Ehapter 2 ís capabre of producing

vlbretlonal intensities particularly at autoionizing resonances,

The next chapter ruill deal r'lith problens stilt to be ssrted out and

futu¡e !.lsrk t¡¡ be dtrne-



EHAPTER 4 FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
59.

4.1 INTRI]DUETION

The results presented in chapter f shor¡ that the

systøn is obviously capable of producing good quality data but that

1) some modificatisns still need to be made ta the equipnent and

Ð the analysis routine requires further development. These points

uill be discussed in this chapter as urell as suggestions fqr future

reseatch rrJork.

4,2 M0DIËIEATIoNs T0 THE EQUIFMENT

As discussed in Sectisn 2-4.5-2, it uras imperative to

keep the anelyser and lonizing region as clean as possible ln srder

to produce reliable results. Any ptrnping accident¡ caused either by

human errol or pourer fai-lure, deposited oil on the analyser. To

protect the analyser as uelI as the diffraction qrating, uhose

reflectivity is lor¡ered hy oil films from pumping accidents,

pneumatically operated vaives r¡ith failsafe operation should be

installed to isslate the ionizing chamber and monsch¡omator from all
the punps. Such a precaution uould 1) increase the time available

fo¡ data csllection as no time uould then be uasted cleaning up after
accidents and 2) ensure that conditions in the systern reinained more

stable.

The variation of the uavelength during E¡Eans, uhich

uas mentioned in Sectian 3-2.4, uras later found to be caused by

expansion in the monochromator as the Funps heated up, If protection

valves bJere added to the systen as described above, the punps csuld

then be safery reft on alr the time. This should eriminate the

uavelength Crift,

The systan also needed to be modified to improve the
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measurement trf the efficiency function (Section 2.4-5.5\This requires

the recording of more accurate absorptign data r,¡hich could be obtained

by monitorinq the light entering as r¡ell as leaving the ionization

region, An extra photomultiplier placed at the exit of the

monochromatot i.e. in front of the lonizing region r¡ould recard any

fluctuations in the lamp intensity as rrrell as any variatisns due to

the different reflectivity of the gratin3 at different uavelengths,

The absorption trrtrss-sectiun as a function af rr¡avelen3th r¡ould then Þe

found by dividing the difference in count rate from the tuo photo-

multipliers (this difference being proportisnaL to the light flux
absorbed in the region vieuled by the analyser) by the sum of the

count rates (r¡hich is proportional ts the average liqht flux in the

region vier¡ed by the analyser). The efficiency is then calculated by

dividing the electron count by the absorption crtrss-section. This

methsd has Þeen used by LINDEMANS et aL (19'19) and the dependence

of the collecting efficiency of the analyser has þeen accurately

recorded (Section 2.4.5.5). They sho¡¡ed that the efficiency remains

constant uithin a feu percent for electron energies greater than

100 mev Þut for energies less that this, the efficiency has to be

carefully measured and then taken into account uhen analysing the data,

Because the efficiency is þasicaIly constant, ii need

not þe checked very often. Measurements should be taken occasionally

to determine the efficiency at lau electron energies as r¡ell as at a

fer'r higher energy values to see that no great change has occurred.

This can he dsne simpry þy using a rare gas and the tuo photon beam

detectsrs using the method described in Section 2n4.5.5 and above.

The addition af the second photomultiplier alss allor¡s

the electron count rate to þe made indepe,.rdent of sample gas pressure

fluctuations as r¡eI1 as cf lanp intensity var-i.ations. The independence

is achieved by dividing the nu,nber of electrons counted at a particular
energy by the difference in photomultiplier count rates and hence
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eliminates the need tu monitor the sample gas press¡ure and then

discard those strEnE¡ rrlith presEiure va¡iations greater than 1%

(Section 2.4.4.2).

As explained in Sectisns 1.\ and Z-3, a further

modi-fication t¡ the system uhich is needed is to change the angle'of

the axis of the electron energv anaryser ts the light bea¡¡ frsm

54o 44t to 53tr 33. - This change, r¡hich uas mede after completion

of the usrk for this tfiesis, ensures that futuxe resurts r¡ill þe

independent of the angurar distribution of the photoelectrons-

4.3 ANALYSIS PROGRA¡,I PROBLEMS

l-he difficulties encountered r¡ith the curve-fitting

Program discussed in section 3.1, af.so need to be considered,

Firstly a method of sbtaining a suitaþle background

spectrum uhich accounts for pressu¡e and time variations is needed,

A spectrurn run uith ns gas in the ionization region shor¡rs that
photoelectrons are emitted frsm the metal r¡aIIs of the chamber.

Ïmpurities uhich are not removed by the csld trap (Sectian 2.4.4.2)

also contribute to the background. It is not possible to find hor¡l

the metal spectru,n changes r¡ith increases 5.n sample gas pressure and

alsot unless the percentage and nature of the impurities are knouln,

ns true background can þe rs,noved from the spectrum ta be fitted.
The metal spectrun is presuunably incarporated in the standard line
shape and, if irnpurities are considered negrigible, the simpre

procedure of scaling the standard 1ine shape, background and all, to

fit the spectrum being analysed may be sufficient- preliminary

attanpts at this procedure segned to indicate that this r¡as va1id.

The syster¡ must also be pumped fsr a conside¡able time

after cleaning (9ection 2.4.5.2) so that the cleaning fluids do not

produce background counts.

Secondly the variatisn of the resolution sf the analyser
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uith electron energy may need to be taken into account- This may be

allor¡ed for by using the experimental line shapes rrrhich are recorded

at different energies.

Thirdly, ansthe¡ factor that may also have to be

considered is that the standard line shapes desc¡ibed in Section 3.1

and shot¡n in Appendix 1 uere taken at lanp ressnantre Lines and most

of the interesting spectra are recorded at ¡¡avelen¡ths r¡here the

radiation ctrmes instead from the Hopflield contj-nuun uhich has a

different liqht resolutisn and shape.

fhe resolutian of HeI líne at 53.4nm is abuut 5 meV

but for uavelengths in the Hopfield continur-n, the photon energy spread

varies from absut 20 meV at 90nnl to 40 meV at 6Enm. (These spreads

correspond to a uavelength resolution of 0.1nm obtained r¡ith the exit
and entrance slits set to 18tr a.t-(Sectisn Z.Z)), The experimental

resolution for spectra measured at J.amp resonantre lines (i.e. r¡ith

insignificant photon spread) varies from arbout zD mev for 1 volt
electrons to abuut 40 meV at 9 vs1ts. Thus flor lou enerEy electrons

or for spectra run at shsrt uaverengths the photon energv spread is
cornparable to the analyser resolution,

Ïo test r¡hethe¡ the r¡avelen3th resolution does make

any si-gnificant difference to the standard line ,shapes, the spectra

shsuld be repeated at ulavelengths close to 5B.4nm trr 73.6nm but this
time usinq light from the Hopfield csntinuLm-

An auxiliary test r¡ould be tu run, for instance, a

xenon P=/z spectrum at 82,Bnm (electron energy of z.B5 ev) and

ctrmpare this r¡ith the hryptnn P=/z spectrurn at '73.6nm (electran

energy alsq of 2.85 eV). This may also reveal any anomaLies in the

line shape caused either by rtidiosyncrasiest of the gas used or by a

difference in background since the BZ.8nrn spectrurn r,¡au1d need to be

run for a much greater time due tu the ro¡¡er light intensity.
If the tests desc¡ibed above indicate that it is
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necessary to include the change in r¡avelength resolution, the

follouing ui11 have to be done, The r¡avelength resolution r¡ill
have to be dete¡rined Þy recording the photomultlplier count Es a

function sf uJavelength acroE¡s e.ç¡. the Lyman d line of Hydrogen

and calculating the spread at full r¡ridth half maximum. This ulilt
then need to be compared to a simitar strEn atrrtrss the 58.4 and 73,6nm

Iines-

Fourthlyrthe experÍmental line shapes need to be snsothed

to produce a suitable curve for the curve-fitting program- This can

be done, fo¡ exanpre, by using another subroutine of Eevingtonrs

(BEVINETUNT 1969)- Here, each data point is replaced by a nEU value

r,¡hich takes into account the neighÞouring points (y. t = v1_1* 2y, + Vi*t)
4

Fifthlyt as the line shapes are taken at discrete energies,

a method of interpolating betr¡een these energies to produce suitable

Iine shapes at all energies is needed, If the variation in shape is
gradual and smootht a linear interpolation betueen equ5-valent snsothed

points may Þe sufPi-cient- The decision as to r¡hich are eqi:ivalent

points needs to þe investigated - perhaps the energy trf the peak could

be used as the reference point, This peak position could be flound by

difflerentiating the spectrum ni.merically, drauing the differeniiated
spectrun and finding the position qf the maximur.

Many of these probløns could be ove¡come by finding an

analytical function r¡ith parareters ¡¡hich can be va.ried r¡ith electrsn
energyr This function r¡ould then take into account the difficulties
caused by the change i.n resolution and the difference in shapes using

radiation flron resBnantre lines or the Hnpf ield 
, 

continuurn ; as r,¡e1I

as eliminating the need for snoothing of the data and interpolatiun
betr¡en enerEies. LINDEMANS ( 1gg1) has attsnpted to find such a function_

Tuo other prohlems r¡hich artrse in the analysis of the data

Lrexe encsunte¡ed in the curVe-fitting progran itseLf, These llere¡ -

a
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1) kno¡¡ing ürhat value of XZ indicated a good fit and 2) knor,ring

uhether the errors it gave üJere sensible. More

bJsrk needs to be done on these tuo points.

4.4 FUTIJRE REEEARtrH t'JURll

Nor¡.1 that the apparatus described in this thesis is
knsuJn to produtre good photoelectron spectra, particularly at

autoionizing restrnantres (Figures 3.12 - 3-1A, Secti-sn 3.2.4), mtrre

data should be taken. The prelirninary results fsr the autoionizing

levels in oxygen described in Section 3.2.4 should Þe repeated but

rr¡ith the fsllorrring changes.

Firstly, a similar maxÍmum csunt is needed for alL

spectra in orde¡ to make msre accurate cnmparÍ.suns betuleen the

vibrational intensity distributions at different uavelengths,

Second1y, the pumps should be sr¡itched sn continuously

ts avoid the probler¡ of a ¡¡avelength drift durinJ scans as descrihed

above.

Thirdly, the spectra should be repeated at higher

u:avelength resslution to see if contributlons fram nearby resonantres

can be excluded, (If the neighbourin¡ restrnances overlap, it r¡iIl
nut be possible to elÍminate the effects of other resonances, as

discussed in Sectiqn 3.2,4).

These nebl experlmental results r¡ilI then need to þe

analysed uith a curve-fitting Frílgram,. such as that

described in Section 3,1, anÉ urhich incorporates init solutiuns ts
the problsr¡s raised in Section 4.J as r¡eII as an accurate effÍciency

correction for 1ou energy electrs¡ts (Sections 2-4.5.5 and Secticn 4.2).
The heights of the steps of the fit'ced spect¡a r¡ill

then be proportional to the intensities of the transitions to the

various vibratisnal states of tne Xzfl n state sf the oxygen ion at the
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particular lravelength usedr These vihrational leve1s are sf three

types; type 1 - those populated directly flrom the ground state of

the rnslecule only, type 2 - those populated hoth f¡sm the ground state

and through the autsionizing J-evel and type 3 - those populated

through the autoionizing level on1y. There a¡e thus three different
types of vih¡atlonal intensities each ass¡ciated r¡¡lth one of the 3

Ciffe¡ent types of vibratisnal levels. These vibrational intensities
can then he compared uith those predicted by theory (e,g. the

Fano-Mies theory presented in Section 1.3.3).

This particular theory requi.res an off-resonance spectrum,

As discussed in Sections 3.2,4 and 3.2.3, neither the spectra taken

bet¡rreen the J autoionizing levels nor the spectrun at 58,4nrn are

truly off-resonantre spectra¡ the former either because sf overlapping

TeEonancEs trr because of the use of too lor¡ a ¡¡avelength resolutisn

and the latter because of the Fresence of a nearby autoionizing

resonancE. EARDNER and SAMS0N ( 1924 (b)) suggest that a spectrun

recorded at 3c.4nm usuld be more appropriate (Section 1.3,4).

If higher ulavelength resolution spectra shor¡ that

neighbouri-ng resonances really do overlap in the region sf interest
the theory r,:il1 have to he mqdífied ts include contrihutlons from

gther resonantres.
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EONELUSION

This thesis has shqùrn that results slmiLar to those

sbtained and enalysed by the methods desc¡ibed in chapte¡s 2 and j

and r¡ith the modifications díscussed ln Ehapter 4 ui1l 1ead to

gleater lnsight into the Froceas of autai.snization 1n diatomic

mqlecules-



APPENDIX 1

Figs- A1 - A1'1 shsül spectra r¡hich r¡¡oirld be

used to obtain a set of standard line profiles fsr use in the

curve-fitting program discussed in Sec. 3.1-
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